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PROVI~,2IAL !~TB~? 
PARLIA!~NP BLD~S 
VICTORIA ~C 
Crown. counsel vows to pr,ess for max imum 
By ERLEEN COMEAU will be the guideline for punishment. A first offender While impaired and defensive driving courses are 
Herald Staff Writer will be fortunated to receive a monetary fine, while a nolonger deemed mand/tow, says the Terrace driver 
• Terrace,JeffArndt'cr°wne°unself°r theprov inc ia lcour t insays  the 'pe altie  to imp ired drivers sacond offence will bring a sentence of 14 days im- examination office ,it.should bc noted that a judge can 
~turning to the courts will be increased and pressed -prisonment, and a third offence of impaired driving order the course be taken. A defensive driving course 
m me man,  hum by crown counsel and theRCMP, will find the offender spending 90 days in jail said is offered by the Northwest Community College on a 
Penalties outlined in the Crimin~'.. Code of Canada Arndt Wednesday. volunteer basis. Kathy Mueller', of the college , 
TERRACE-K IT IMAT 
cordwms that the enrollment for the defensive driving 
course is a lways excellent, promoting additional 
classes to be run. 
Impaired drivers he~:e recently been taking up the 
majority of the courts time and provincial court Judge 
Dnrrali Collins recently expressed concern about the 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
situation. 
r 
/ A . ~  ': Seal Sieve Rd., Pr. Rupert . 
• 624-6639 
l Beer & Pop Bottles 
WE muir copper, brass, all metals, 
Open 10a.m..6p.m.dallyexcept Sunday batteries, etc. 0all us - We are  
Frl. fill 9 p.m. 20C open lion. through Sat., 8 a,m,-5 p.m., ~-'  i ~ Thursday, September i, 1979 Volume 73 No. 172 
r. 
Play days 
nearing end, 
Enjoying/heir last full neternoou of freedom, Chris 
Ai~ens, David Blower, Joe Drtol, Scott McAllkter 
and Trent l~ranson battle it out in the playground at 
w 
E.T. Kenny Primary Schoof Tuesday afternesa, Full 
classes for aH schools resumed yesterday. 
Photo by Don Schaffer 
WEEK NAMED 
FOR ARTHRITIS 
Mayor Dave Maroney of the District of 
Terrace has declared the week of Sept 9 through 
15 "Arthritis Week" and urges all citizens of the 
commUnity to participate in the efforts of Order 
of the Royal Purple, who will canvas in the area 
Monday, Sept.10 
TheCanadian Arthritis Society has been 
receiving help from the service group for many 
years and this year's goal is to reach a target of 
$4,200 in donations from the one-day endeavor. 
Participation from volunteers wanting to 
assist in the campaign to fight against this 
crippling disease may do so by contacting the 
organization at 638-1982 or 638-1571 
Search is on for 
their booze stash 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Corrections officials are 
escalating a search for 
liquor caches and stills at the 
Jordan River minimum 
security 'prison camp on 
southern Vancouver Island. 
Acting director Frank 
Jamieson said Wednesday 
searches of visitors' vehicles 
will be increased in efforts to 
reduce the amount of liquor 
obtained by prisoners. 
Guards found a cache 
Sunday in the bush which 
included two bottles of liquor 
and a Jar of diluted orange 
crystals mixed with an as- 
yet-unldanttfled drug.' 
A mail batch of home 
brew was found Monday 
above a furnace and two 
weeks ago guards came 
across the remnants of a 
supply hidden in bushes, 
Jamiason said. 
He said guards fear a 
repeat of an incident in 
April, 1978, when drunk 
prisoners burned down the 
gymnasium, causing more 
than $100,000 damage. 
Residents 
picket 
forest 
industry 
NEI~ON, B.C..(CPY -- 
Picketing by citizens 
protesting policies of 
Knetenay Forest Products 
Ltd. Wednesday closed 
nearly all industry in a 
remote West Kootenay 
valley. 
Men, women and children 
of the Lardeau Valley, about 
120 kilometres northeast of 
here, picketed the com- 
pany's local camp, several 
small mills and the depart. 
ment of highways office. 
They said the company 
does little for the people of 
the area and acts like a 
dictator in its hiring, and 
firing policies. Konteney is 
among the holdings of the 
British Columbia Resources 
Investment Corp. 
"We've closed down 
everything except the 
grocery store, the post office 
and the schools;" said Larry 
Greenlaw, a spokesman for 
the pickets. 
The picketing was sparked 
by an accident last week in 
which logger James Funk 
drowned when his truck went 
• off a road into a lake. 
THR E E VIE T FAMILIES 
PETROCAN 
Gov' t  keeps  
an  in teres t  
NDP 26, Social Credit 6 and 
there are two vacancies. 
Hnatyshyn said the 
government had decided to 
retain control of the 
following three functions of 
Petro-Canada: 
--The negotiation ofstate- 
testate co,itraets for oil 
imports. 
--The promotion of explor. 
atien in frontier areas with 
increased Canabian par- 
ticipalion and at a pace 
hichcannot be expected of 
e private sector alone. 
--The promotion and 
development of oil sands and 
heavy oils projects. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
federal government an- 
neanced Wednesday It will 
keep its interest in certain 
key sections of PetroCenada, 
the state oil company, while 
turning over other company 
assets to the private sector. 
The announcement was 
denounced by Ed Broudbent, 
leader of the New 
Democratic Party, who 
pledged to introduce a 
motion of non-confidence 
when Parliament resumes in 
October unless the 
Progressive Conservative 
government, changes its 
position. 
Energy Minister Ray 
Hnatyshyn "told a news 
conference the government 
now has completed" its 
review of the operations of 
Petro-Canada. 
"This review' has con- 
firmed the government's 
intention to see a significant 
proportion of the aasetts of 
Petro-Canada returned to 
the private sector and to end 
the preferential pmltlon the 
government company now 
holds in frontier lands," be 
said. 
However, other eles, such 
es the negotiation ofstats-to- 
state oll contracts, the 
promotion of exploration in 
frontier areas and the 
promotion of development of 
tar sands and heavy oils 
projects hould remain with 
the government, he said 
Hnatyshyn delivered the 
government decision, 
thrashed out last week 
during a four-day meeting in 
Jasper, Alta., of Prime 
Minister Clark'n inner 
binet, while aano~mcing 
appointment of a four. 
man group to study the  
transfer to the private 
sector. 
• The group is to "advise me 
on which of the exisl~ing 
assets of Petro-Canada 
Breadbent reminded 
reporters moments after the 
announcement that he made 
his party's pesition on Petro. 
Cana.da ciear to Clark during' 
a private meeting shortly 
after the May 92 election. 
"If the fall session comes 
and Mr. Clark has not 
changed his mind, you can 
be sure we will move cou- 
fldence on thin issue in the 
government," Broadbent 
said. 
The minority Conservative 
government holds 135 seats 
in the 282-seat Commons, 
seven short ot a majority. 
The Liberals hold 113, the 
might meat beneficially be 
returned to the private 
sector as well as to broaden 
Canadian participation and 
ownership," 
Hantyshyn stressed that 
i~otelygroup Is an independent 
set up to conduct its 
own beview of the operations 
of the Crowd corporation. 
He rejected suggestions 
the government had in el- 
feDt already made up its 
mind on the isbue. He said he 
did net want to prejudge any 
conclusions or recom- 
mendations that might come 
from the group, which is to 
report by mid-October. 
Clark had said repeatedly 
his government would 
disband the ell company and 
turn it over in its entirety to 
the private sector. 
Hnatyshyn 's  an- 
nouncement represents a
significant change in the 
gnvernment's position which 
has been attacked con- 
sistsntly by the Liberals and 
the New Democrats. 
TAX BREAKS 
THIS  YEAR 
"There will be no 
delay.,, 
However, he would not 
elaborate on the extent of 
the housing plan or other 
benefits that .may be 
-" c~0~QI~M" in"thd lyd~b~' 
"How much we may be 
able to do is still an open 
question," he said, "The 
size of the government 
deficit (;11.3 billion) 
continues to limit our 
room to manoeuvre." 
Asked whether the 
homing plan may prove 
to be inflationary and that 
property taxes may in. 
crease accordingly, be 
said: "I can't promise it 
won't have an affect on 
inflation." 
Cresbie said it is 
unlikely the federal 
buret will be introduced 
before November. i He said he hoped an 
energy policy might be 
agreed upon before the 
budget. 
He told the seminar, 
sponsored by the 
TORONTO (CP) --  The 
federal government will 
start implementing tax 
breaks fer home owners 
ilds year, Finance Min- 
ister Joim Crusble said 
Wedn~day. 
z~=t  of the bene~ts, 
promised by the 
P rogress ive  Con. 
servatlves durlpg the 
recent election campaign, 
will be announced in the 
fail budget or earlier, 
Crnsbie told a news 
conference. 
Following his luncheon 
address to an economic 
seminar, Cresbie said the 
plan will start in the 1979 
tax year "in time for tax 
returns filed next year." 
"I want to remove all 
doubt about im. 
plementation of the 
mortgage interest and 
property tax deduedbility 
program," ha said, "It 
will be started this year, 
"We may not not wait 
until the budget to an. 
ununca it." 
However, Crosbie's 
statement was criticized 
later by Herb Gray, 
Liberal finance critic who 
also attended the con- 
terence. 
"He (Crosble) very 
ck~'ofuily did not say to 
what extent the plan 
would be implemented," 
Gray told reporters. 
"A lot of people may be 
disappointed." 
Gray said he would 
prefer a plan that 
recognized the coat of 
shelter in general -- 
"something less in- 
flationary which would 
benefit rent payers as 
well as home buyers." 
Creebie, responding to 
criticism that the 
govenunent may delay 
some of its election prom. 
ises, v.afd the benefits to 
home owners "are not 
going to be pot off for a 
year. 
Financial Times of 
Canada, that the 
government expects to be 
a more ffective manager 
of the econmony than its 
Liberal predeeemmr had 
been. 
"The expectation is 
that we will be more 
responsible and frugal in 
our spending and taxtng 
and that we will have a 
much cleser relationship 
with the people." 
He said an increase in 
imports will reduce 
Canada's trade surplus to 
S2.1 billion. Coupled with 
a further increase in the 
deficit on the nen-mer. 
chandise account the 
currentaccount deficit 
will increase to more than 
~7 billion this year from 
S5.3 billion in 1978. 
"This cannot be ignored 
in deciding an approach 
to the budgeL" 
Terrace gets new residents 
plicants to receive the boat people and HocgerdiJk 
said "thewheels are already in motion" to establish 
orientation," in the smaller centres it may be 
somewhat of a challenge." He says "it is not going to 
be anymore difficult for tk~e refugee than the normal 
immigrant, other than the circumstances are not 
encountered by the normal immigrant." 
Boat people selected for the area will be arriving by 
air and Hoegerd/Jk is optimistic that further in. 
formation will be available, regarding their 
placement, in the near future. Hoegerd/Jk did not 
select suitable families for immigration. 
Hoogerdijk is hopeful the placement of these 
families will take place in the near future. 
"We hope t'o do it as quick as we can due to the 
urgency," he said. 
Two staging areas are currently documenting and 
sorting out families; Griesbach Barracks, located in 
Edmonton, and  the Quebec city of Longueull. 
Refugees destined for the Terrace area will be 
assigned to one of the staging areas where they will be 
provided with winter clothing and other items 
By ERLEEN COMEAU 
Herald 8taft Writer 
The Terrace area will soon be meeting its first In- 
dochlnese refugees Bill Hoogerdijk, manager of 
Canada Employment and Immigration Prince Rupert 
said Wednesday. 
A ~.,~ of 10 applicants, in various stages of 
.processing, have been received by the department 
n'om the Pacific Northwest in the last month. 
HooBerdijk stated that in three applications they have 
been able to go overseas to ~advise their offices to necessary for them to reach their f i~l  destination, release the names of the groups who have been Three groups in the area were the successful up- chesen. 
Nfld. getting rights 
to offshore minerals 
. . . . . . . . .  OTTAWA (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Clark agreed 
Wednesday to give 
Newfoundland control over 
its offshore oil and mineral 
rEm~.cex. 
Newfoundland Premier 
Brian Peekford said 
following a 90-minute 
meeting with Clark that the 
prime minister'had verbally 
indicated his commitment to
turn control of the resources 
war to the province. 
Details of the takeover 
.would be worked out during 
M 
me e next 10 days, the 
Progressive Conservative 
College 
increases 
courses 
Northwest Community 
College in Terrace boasts 
an increase of 40 per cent 
over the number cf 
courses offered last yea:" 
Brian Laptson, registrar, 
said Wednesday. 
One of the new courses 
now being offered is a 
biology course designed 
as chemistry preparation 
for those people who do 
not have the background 
required for university 
entrance. 
Bert Seinen, counsellor 
for the college, stated the 
college is in the process of 
~ ing  two women as 
access counsellors to 
. p rov ide  ind iv idua l  
counselling and assist 
people in making career 
decisions. 
"The access coun- 
asUors will also try to 
establish what barriers 
women are ex- 
encing," he said. 
e access counsellors 
to be hired will he based 
in Raselton and Prince 
Rupert. 
premier said. 
Asked whether there were 
any conditions attached to 
the transfer, Peckford 
replied: "Not that I knew 
of ."  
The offshore resources 
question has been asource of 
controversy between Ottawa 
and Newfoundland for 30 
years. Newfoundlanders 
have argued that they were 
given control over offshore 
resources when they Joined 
Confederation in 1949. But a 
subsequent Supreme Court 
of Canada ruling said such 
control belongs to the federal 
government. 
Peckford's government 
was prepared to again take 
the case to the court. But 
Wednesday, after his 
meeting with Clark, he said 
there now is no need. 
Peckford said other 
premiers have supported his 
province's demands for 
offshore resources control in 
the past, and predicted they 
would react o Clark's move 
~thnslast/caliy. 
The move could 
presumably open the way for 
similar claims by other 
provinces,  although 
Newfoundland has argued it 
is in a unique position 
became of the Confederation 
agreement. 
Clark promised uring the 
May 92 election campaign to 
give Newfoundland control 
over its offshore resources. 
Clark's meeting with 
Peckford was one in a series 
be is having with provincial 
leaders. Earlier in the day, 
he met Premier Angus 
Maclean of Prince Edward 
Island for talks on /ran. 
afering the federal veterans 
affairs department o the 
island province. 
Today, he meets Premier 
William Davis of Ontario in 
Toronto. 
Throughout, Clark has 
raised the issue of energy 
prices, attempting to arrive 
at some form of agreement 
en a new round of increases. 
i 
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Mountbatten funeral a royal do 
LONDON (AP) -- Earl 
Mcunthattan of Burma, the 
British war hero murdered 
by Irish terrorists, was 
bm-tod Wednesday as he 
requested -- facing me sea. 
The grave is at Romsey 
:Abbey, built in the 12th 
• century 130 kilo~netres 
! southwest of London. 
Funeral services were 
held at Westminster Abbey 
in the presence of 1,400 
dignitaries, including the 
largest gathering of 
European royalty since the 
death of the queen's father, 
King George VI, in 19r----------4. 
Monntbatten, k own to the 
Royal Family as Uncle 
Dickie, was killed Aug. 27 
when a bomb exploded 
aboard his fishing boat in 
Donegal Bay off the coast of 
the Irish republic. Two other 
family members died in the the Conqueror was crowned 
an uncle of Prince Pbilip, pallbearers carried, the 
Mountbatten was related to casket in and out of the 
mnst Of the remaining royal abbey. 
houses of Europe. The • Queen .-- who 
Escorted by 2,500 ser- travelled to London by train 
vicamen, the gun carriage overnight from her Scottish 
bearing Mountbatten's holiday home of Balmorsl--. 
casket was pulled to West- was grim.faced throughout 
minster -- where William the 45-minute funeral ser- 
vice. 
blast, victims of a terror' in 1068 and where 12 kings Prince Charles, whom 
campaign opposing British and 16 queans are buried.-- Mounthotten had said "will 
control of Northern Ireland from St. James's Palace. A make a good king," read 
that has claimed at least team of 122 sailors led the from Psalm 107: 
1,968 lives in the last lO procession along a route "They that go down to the 
years, lined with thousands of sea in ships and occupy their 
A cousin of the Queen and Britons. Eight navy business in great waters, 
Municipalities want their freedom 
By VIC PARSONS 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Municipal officials called o1~ 
the provincial government 
Wednesday toremove what 
they called humiliating 
controls on their spending 
and tax collection. 
Delegates from 168 local 
governments  passed 
resolutions at the opening of 
their three-day convention 
demanding removal of a 
five-por-cent restriction on 
municipal financing this 
rear and elimination of 
similar will rate limitations meat surpluses would 
set in the Municipal Act .  continue to be reviewed for 
The resolutions were ap- the coming year. 
proved without debate after But Fergnson said the 
George Ferguson, president provincial government had 
of the Union of British given no indication ~yet of 
Columbia Municipalities, whether there will be con- 
naidthelimitawereamatter rois on property tunes in 
of urgent concern. 1980. Local governments 
Ferguson, mayor of Ab- have started to work on their 
betsford, said that when the advance bndeta for next year 
limits were announced last without knowing whether 
January by the provincial 
government, it said the 
limits, controls and the 
handling of local govern. 
TER RACE CLASSICAL 
BALLET SCHOOL 
(Director BARBARA NUNN, A.I.S.T.D., I.S.B.) 
RECOGNISED BY:-  
THE ROYAL  ACADEMY OF DANCING 
and the 
IMPERIAL  SOCIETY OF 
TEACHERS OF DANCING 
Graded classes for Examlnat ionsand Festival 
REGISTER AFTER 7th SEPTEMBER,  
63$.3467 (Studio) 635.2440 (Residence) 
or by mall  to Box 914, Terrace, VgG 4R2 
there will be controls placed 
on property taxes. 
Ferguson said he asked 
Municipal Affairs Minister 
Bill Vender Zalm to set out 
his policy in this area. 
The resolution calling for 
ran;oval of restrictions aid 
theilmits on spending were a , 
hardship to some 
municipalities and a 
"negative reflection on the 
competence of all municipal 
councils." 
Mayor Jack Volrich of 
Vancouver, the union's past 
president, said he did not 
object to general guidelines 
but resented compulsory 
limits even though he 
favored the five-per-cent fig. 
are. 
Ferguson also told 900 
delegates that municipal 
politicians are fed up with 
being left in the dark by the 
provincial government on 
the status of regional 
districts. 
Vander Zalm, who was ap- 
pointed minister late last 
year, has talked about 
abolishing regional govern- 
meats and replacing them 
with a county system. 
The minister was on the 
stage during Ferguson*s 
speech but UBCM executives 
who met with him Tuesday 
said they are not optimistic 
any new liglit will be shed on 
the subject when Vander 
Zahn speaks to the con- 
vantion. 
"In my opinion it is not 
satisfactory, either for the 
regional board members or 
for the people they serve, or 
for the people they employ, 
to be left in the dark without 
definite knowledge of what 
this (provincial) govern- 
ment intends to do," Fer- 
guson said. 
ABORTIONS PERFORMED 
COPENHAGEN (CP) --  
The 23,700 legal abortions 
performed in Denmark last 
year was the lowest number 
since abortion on request 
was introduced in the 
country in 1973. A govern- 
ment spokesman said legal 
abortions numbered 27,500 in 
1975.and 26,500 in 1977. 
THURSDAY 5 p.m, to midnight 
these men See the work of the 
Lord." 
Philip and Charles mar- 
ched to the abbey behind the 
gun carriage bearing 
Mountbatten's casket, on 
which rested the carl's 
cocked hat, sword and gold 
stick. 
The royal couple sent a 
wreath of hydrangeas, !tiles 
and roses, signed "In loving 
memory from Philip and 
Lilibet," the family's pet 
name for the Queen. 
Thousands of spectators 
slept on sidewalks or rose 
early to see the funeral 
procession, It took place in 
bright sunshine and massive 
security, with more than 
5,000 police and troops alert 
for possible activity by the 
outlawed previsional wing of 
the Irish Republican Army, 
which took responsibility for 
Mountbatten's death. 
Mounthatten, 79, a Second 
World War haval hero, com- 
mander of the forces that de- 
feated Japan in Seuthehst 
Asia, last viceroy of India 
and Admiral of the Royal 
Navy, was called the last 
great Englishman. He joined 
the navy as a 13-year.old 
cadet and rose to be first sea 
lord, the top non-civilian post 
at the admiralty. 
"What a terrible nd/but 
I'm afraid this Irish busihess 
will go on," said Ivor Hunt, a 
private citizen who served 
under Mountbatten in 
Burma and who namo from 
the English countryside to 
pay his last respects. 
Among themourners" was 
Irish Prime Minister Jack 
Lynch, who was seeing 
British Premier Margaret 
Thatcher later to discuss 
joint security against the 
IRA. 
Archbishop of Canterbury 
Donald Coggan, officiating 
at the abbey .service and 
descri~ing Mountbatten as 
"so rare a person," called on 
the mourners also to 
'remember the 18 British 
soldiers killed by bomb 
blasts in Northern ireland 
the same day Mountbatten 
was killed. 
After the service at Wast- 
minster Abbey, the esrl's 
flagdraped casket was taken 
from London by train for 
burial in the English 
~ountryside at Romsey 
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Abbey, close by hls stately 
home of Brondlnnds. The 
Queen was present at the 
private interment. 
Mountbetten planned his 
funeral eight year~ ago and 
chose.hts grave but he could 
mt foresee his end. He had 
refused a police guard at his 
boat, saying: "What would 
they want wlth an old man 
like meT' 
At Mountbatten's request, 
representatives of the AHied 
forces which fought under 
him were present at his 
funeral. The procession was 
led by thirty members of the 
P r incess  Pat r ie ia ' s  
Canadian Light Infantry, 
whose colonel-in-chief, Lady 
Patricia Brabourne, was 
injured in the same terrorist 
blast which killed Mount. 
batten. 
Mountboften planned his 
funeral eight yearo ago and 
chose his grave but he could 
mt foresee his end. He had 
refused police guard at his 
boat, saying: "What would 
they want with an old man 
like me?" 
NEWS BRIEFS 
WINNIPEG (CP) - 
Provincial Judge Arnold 
Conner reserved judgment 
to Oct. 2 Wednesday on two 
charges of gross indecency 
against Richard C. Malone. 
Conner said that two 
juveniles who had sex with 
the former publisher of 
Winnipeg Free Press, were 
"strcet-wise boys" who were 
"selling their bodies to 
better themselves finan- 
cially." 
Malone, '38, pleaded not 
guilty to the two counts. 
Conner, speaking on the 
last bY of the two-day trial, 
said he hod no doubt he 
juveniles consented to sex in 
return for "a room for a 
night or too" or other 
compensation. 
The court was told two 
Juveniles hod oral • sex with 
Malone in 1978 and I~;'9 in his 
Winnipeg home and in Flln 
Flus, Man. Another hey 
testified to sexual in- 
valvement withnMalone in 
1978, when the boy was 14 
years old. 
Malone has pleaded guilty 
to one charge of attempting 
of obstruct justice and one 
charge of buggery. The 
judge has l~tpennd sen- 
tence on those charges until 
he delivers his judgment on 
the two gross indecency 
charges. 
Defence counsel Frank 
Allen said the two juveniles 
instigated the sexual activity 
with his client. Evidence 
showed one Juvenile was a 
male prostitute and the other 
seduced Malone, AHan said. 
NATO 
SAID 
A PAIN 
ALERT N.W.T. CPI 
Defenco Minister Allan 
McKinnon says the for- 
mer Liberal government 
!eft him with a f~0-mliliou 
headache-how to pay 
Canada's share of a new 
North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization NAT0 plane 
this year without any 
money. 
The minister said in an 
interview Tuesday that he 
may be forced to ask 
NATO allies for a delay in 
paying the Canadian 
contribution this year to 
the airborn warning and 
control system, Awace. 
The systems are a series 
of flying radar platforms. 
The previous govern. 
ment made a com- 
mitment to pay S60 
million this year and $I00 
million next year to help 
buy 16 to 18 Boeing E-3A 
aircraft. These planes 
are to join 11 British 
Nimrod planes in a Awaco 
system for Europe and 
the North Atlantic, But 
no money was set abide, 
McKinnon.said. 
Like former defence 
minister Barney Damon, 
the new minister favors 
Awacs planes for Europe. 
Awacs aircraft are also 
being considered for 
North American air 
defence. 
McKinnon had visited 
David losing it's puff 
CHARLOTI'E, S.C. (AP) 
-- The winds of a storm 
called David dwindled to a 
etlff breeze driving heavy 
rains Wednesday in the 
rolling hills of the Piedmont 
region in the Carolinas and 
the flatlands of Virginia's 
Tidewater region. 
But in the islands of the 
Caribbean they stiU were 
counting their dead, 
buildings lay in shambles on 
Florida. shores and scenic 
Savannah, Ga., was clut- 
tered with thousands of 
fallen oak trees. 
The storm was one of the 
womt in the Atlantic this 
century. It killed at le~t 900 
persons in a sweep through 
Dominicu, Puerto Rico and 
the Dominican Republic and 
left millions of dollars in  
damage when it side-swiped 
Florida. 
At nightfall Tuesday, it 
smashed ashore again with 
full hurricane force near 
Savannah and spent its fury 
over gentle farmland and 
timber country before 
touching off flooding and 
tornadoes inVirginia. 
Five lottery winners 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- Five 
tickets worth $150#00 each 
end five worth $10,000 each 
were picked in the Western 
Express lottery draw 
Wednesday night: 
The $100,500 tickets are 
1798767, 3642428, 2055435, 
2387289 and 1144855. , 
The $I0,000 tickets are 
2956075, 1675589, 2972912, 
2367488 and 2575440. 
There are prizes of $I,000 
for tickets with the last six 
digits of the top draws, $100 
for tickets with the last five 
digits and ~ for the last 
four. 
Food or heat the choice 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Deputy Energy Secretary 
John O'Leary said Wed- 
ncsday the spiralling cost of 
home heating oil in the U.S. 
will leave many persons 
facing % cruel choice 
between food or heat" during 
the coming winter. 
He sald that although t ere 
will be no shortage, heating 
oil will cost at least 50 per 
cent more than a year ago. 
"There may be" many 
~willople in our country who 
be faced this w.inter with 
a cruel choice between food 
or heat," O'loary told a 
congressional p nel. 
O'Leary and other ad- 
m instrat ion officials 
testified at a bearing into the 
status of U.S. heating oil 
supplies. The session was 
held jointly by two House of 
Representatives energy sub- 
committees. 
The officials denied that 
the sale of two million 
barrels of kerosene and 
heating oil to Iran will affect 
U.S. supplies or that the 
transaction constitutes 
blackmail. 
They also disputed news 
reports indicating that Iran 
plans to resell the fuel at a 
profit. 
Henry Precht, a state 
department official, told the 
hearing: "Irnn wiH uso 
every drop of that oil." 
theballimicmtssfleearly [J Employment the i s sue  
warning system at an 
American base in Thnle, ST. ANDREWS, N.B. (CP) have outright bans against 
Greenland,  ear l ier  _ Employment up- women,, many training 
Tuesday. Theear ly  portonitiesforwomenwillbe programs effectively ex- 
n key issue at the annual elude women because they warning system is part of the North American 'Air 
Defence Command 
NORAD radar network. 
Canada nd the United 
States are considering 
multi-million dollar 
improvements to the 
Pinetree ,radar and 
Distant Early Warning 
DEW lines in Canada. 
The two countries are 
also thinking of filling 
some gaps in the radar 
network with six Awaco 
planes .  
McKinnen is on his first 
4, northern tour to show 
the flag" in the Attic. He 
is to end his three-day trip 
with visits to Spence Bay 
and HuH Beach, N.W.T. 
today. 
• PHYSICAL DAMAGE 
ADJUSTERS 
The Insurance Corporation of British Columbia has 
vacancies for experienced Physical Damage Adjusters 
In Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
The positions Involve working with a mlnlmum of 
supervision to effectively Investigate and adjust all 
levels of Autoplan physlcol damage clslms, end may 
be required to estimate vehicle damage. 
The successful candidates hould have a minimum of 
three and one half years experience adiustlng con. 
tenuous Uablllty claims or an equivalent combination 
of education and experience. Some knowledge of bodily 
In[ury adjusting would be an asset. 
The~.:: positions offer very competitive salaries and a 
comprehensive benefit package Including dental, 
medlcah life Insurance, and pension plans. 
Employees of the Corporation are aware of this 
position vacpncy. 
Qualified candidates are requested to submit a com. 
plele resume, In confidence to: 
Valerla Ish 
Personnel & Industrial Relations 
Box 11131, Royal Centro ' 
1055 West Geor2ia Strsat 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
meeting of the Advisory 
Councils on the Status of 
Women in Canada today and 
Friday, says the chairman of 
the host New Brunswick 
council. 
Madeline LeBianc said in 
an interview Wednesday that 
most women are still forced 
into lowpaying, stereotyped 
jobs and the councils want o 
see more opportunities 
available. 
"Unless the government 
really gives us priority and 
has some special em. 
ployment strategies for 
women, we'll never catch 
up. Ip 
She said that although 
there are few trades that still 
make only token apace 
available and they do not ad- 
vertise the few opportunlUes 
that exist. 
"Current employment 
strategies-- the Jobs created 
and the incentives given -- 
are more for male-oriented 
jobs." 
She said old myths about 
men being the breadwinners 
for families are no longer 
true. 
Statistics how that two. 
thirds of the woman who 
work in Canada are either 
single, separated ordivorced 
while only one man in four is 
the sole supporter of the 
family. 
No progress in talks 
HAIFA,' Israel (AP) -- 
Egyptian President Anwar 
Sedat and Israeli Prime 
Minister Menachem Begin 
ended two days of talks 
Wednesday with no apparent 
progress on the crucial is- 
sues of Palestinian 
autonomy and the future of 
Jerusalem. 
However, the talks 
produced agreement in 
principle on three immediate 
,issues -- Mount Sinai, 
~.acekeeping. patrols and 
The two leaders an- 
nuanced they had agreed on 
an early Israeli evacuation 
the area of Mount Sinai 
and on the quantity of Sinai 
oilEgypt will sell Israel once 
it relinquishes the wells on 
the Gulf of Suez. 
They also worked out a 
temporary arrangement for
Egypilan-leraeli supervision 
ct Israel's return of the Sinai 
Peninsula to Egypt and 
inspection of forces, which 
under the terms of the two 
countries' peace treaty were 
to have been the tasks of a 
UN force stationed in the 
Sinai. 
Earlier coin worth money 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The flint cameo. The one-ounce maple 
8old-b.uHlon coin made by leaf would cost slightly 
uanaua went on sale on the more, since Its final price 
money markets of Canada, incl~es a small premium 
the United States and for distributors, manuhc. 
Europe on Wednesday. furore and advertisers, 
Unlike earlier gold coins The bullion coin program 
produced by the govern- was launched by Supply and 
ment, the gold maple leaf Services Minister Roeh 
coin is legal tender. Its LaSaile on a three-year t ial 
selling price will change with basis, 
the world price of gold. The coin is pure gold and 
Goldinereased Wednesday has a face value of 1me. It is 
m Zurich money markets to 30 miillmetres in diameter 
a record t~7.075 U.S. an and 2.8 millimetrea thick, 
Forestry seeks input 
BY ED YUDIN 
iterold Staff Wflter 
ae Forest Service is 
~king for people in. 
:rested in serving on the 
":rrace-Eitimat Forest 
~blic Advisory Com- 
,ttteo. The committee 
,s  set up last year to 
~.ilow the public to give 
ome input on the 
planning of forest 
resources. 
"We've neglected the 
public in the past, now w'e 
want to get their input on 
forestry planning," says 
Terrace Forest Ranger 
Herb Quast. " 'Since 
we're entering the fall 
season, we ald[inR any 
interested people to mapping of recreational 
become part  of the areas and t ra i l s ,  and a 
committe~." review of the impact of 
logging operations on the 
The forest service ecological balance in the 
a l ready  receives con- area 
s iderable input from 
logging companies and 
other government 
agencies, Quast said. 
The Advisory Committee 
would help round out the 
information resources of 
the service. 
While the committe will 
not have any authority, it 
could wield considerable 
influence on such forestry' 
projects as the plans for a 
West Skeena road, 
"With our recreational 
map,  we note the kind of 
kllls which are good for 
hiking, skiing or just for 
p icnics"Quast  said. 
Obviously any iden- 
tification of that sort 
tendered to us will be a 
great help. That's how 
the public can belt).". 
Similarly, if someone 
knows of a valuable 
fl~_g habitat that h 
'placed near an area  
which is goil}g to be 
moved into by a logging 
company, that kind of 
input from tim committee 
could be • of great  
help,"said Quast. 
'?:':: ,: 
¢ 
The next committee 
meeting is scheduled for 
Sept.10'at 7:30 pm at the 
• Terrace Ranger Station 
on Lakclse. Quast is 
asidn3 both prospective' 
members and interested 
persons to attend. • 
"We got a fair response. 
• last year, we're happy to 
activate them again this 
year," he concluded. 
, . ;  :." :,': :~ :~ :~. : " :  ~'.i ?,~ :~:/=- 
ERLEEN COMEA U ' 
Photo by Grog Mlddleton 
Heral.d hires 
EHeen Comenu is a 
new face around thc 
Herald, She is the com't 
reporter and' general 
features writer for the 
.l~Imr. 
E:decn started last 
Thtlrsdoy, re.placing 
I,indn P~trschke wl~o i~as 
returned to 
University of Victoria to 
complete hei" degree. 
F.rl~,e,~ •moved herc 
fi'om Prince George at 
the beginning of August, 
agah  
The fk'eezer-trawler 
CMlistrahm, after spend,!ng 
two ~honths anchored in the 
1~ince Rupert harbor, is 
back st sea again fishing for 
.~'~ke. 
TMs time the ~ million 
vessel will not be proc~sing 
the fish but will be selling its 
eat~h to Rnssian processing 
reporter 
after her husband was 
relocated in the Terrace 
area. In Prince George 
she worked at CN Ex- 
, o  p: 
s4 
c; 
w 
the fl 
p] 
fi 
tl 
T 
s i~  at sea. 
.The vessel has previously 
proven it~ ability to catch 
bake, 'netting more' than .... 
~)O,~P pounds of the fish, but 
tts owners have nm into 
difficulties in trying to 
m~ket tl:e catch, 
Strand ~id that some of 
the ,~3~,0~ pcunth has been 
~old in E~ope, 
The Herald, Thursday, September 6, 1979, Pep $ 
Forest ry  asks for 
' cont inued caution• 
With tim opening of hun- corresponding period last 
ring seasoh for some game year, firoflghtlng costs have 
species in various parts of risen by less than one-third 
the province, the ministry of and the area burned has 
forests is requesting al l  been held to 40 per cent oL the 
hunters to exercise xtreme 
caution in the use of fire in 
the woods. 
The forest fire danger 
remains high to extreme in 
many areas of all forest 
regions, say forestry of- 
fieiais. The extended 
drought has virtually 
nullified the effects of the 
small amount of rain during 
the pa~t wo weeks. 
However, despite the 
severity of the season, 
firefighting is contimflng to 
keep the forest fire situation 
under control. With a 50 per 
cent increase in the number 
of fires over the 
The Terrace weather 
office says Thursday will 
be cloudy with occasional . 
showers and a chance of a 
thundershower. High of 
15 degrees Celcius, low of 
11 degrees. Otltiook for 
Friday: little change. 
1978 totals to date. 
Fires to date totsl 3,271, 
compared to 2,206 for the 
corresponding period in 
1978; firefighttng costa total 
$16,I18,000, compared to 
$12,391,000; and hectares 
burned total 18#85, com- 
pared to 43,778. 
Severity of the fire season 
can be Judged by the 
situation i  the Nelson region 
where 910 forest fires have 
set an all.time record for 
that area. 
l~rr~ee Un't web ~ ar~m'nd the province for Its years ago and in the lant two yearn It yield~ t~rcc 
output o~ peaches, mow~en Helen McRae of 4820 Wslsh peaches; Who Knows? This could be the beginning of 
noticed her tree bent over with the weight of her crop Okanagan North right in our back yurd~. 
she was rather surprised. The tree was planted seven PhOtO by Don Schaffer 
l, 
CBC show live at Terrace 
BY ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
CFPR Prince Ruper( 
will broadcast live it's 
Pacific Noon Show from 
the Skeena Mall in 
Terrace on Friday Sept 
14. Host Murry Hanna 
will be on hand that af- 
ternoon from 12:10pm to 
1:~ pro. 
The CBC station is 
broadcasting from here 
to mark the installation of 
their new FM Tr~n- 
: emitter in Terrace. explained that his show is broadcaster-researcher 
a mixed bag of consumer 
interest items, resource 
industry stories, as well 
as current events. Rhoda 
Witherly, the co-host of 
the Northwest Morning 
Program will also be in 
Terrace for the special 
broadcast on Sept 14, 
CFPR is looking to 
expand its listener in- 
terest in Terrace and 
plans are in the works for 
employing a full time 
CFPR will continue to 
broadcast  on AM for 
about one more year. 
"We want to do on 
location broadcast ing 
because we think Terrace 
is an important location," 
said Hanna. "We'll be 
in terv iewing  some 
Terrace• people for the 
Friday. show." 
The Pacific Noon Show 
probes at the stories 
behind the news. Hanna 
RHODA IFITHEIIL Y WILL BE IN TERRACE 
to work out of Terrace. 
Previously CFTK we.; 
Terrace's CBC affiliate. 
CFPR will be giving 
away four AM-FM radios 
on the bre~dcast. Anyone 
who can answer the skill 
testing question, in'what 
year  did the CBC begin 
broadcasting u.~er that 
name, and in. what year 
d id,  a Canadian f i rst  
produce a radio signal in 
Canada , will be ellgible 
to .win. ...... . ......... 
' - -  i ;  . ; . .  . . . ,  
~i,+ ~+~~ .+.~:~.~  •
+¢ +%++.~+W+,  + '-  .~ 
Frank Skldmore, presld,nt 
of Park Avenue Really 
World, Is pleased to m~- 
nounce thai JOY DOVER 
has successfully completed 
the Real Estate salesman's 
course and procured her 
license and [olned the staff 
at Pork Avenue Realty. 
Joy Is well known In 
Terrace with her In-, 
volvemenf In community 
i affairs such as the Ski Hill. 
Joy look forward to 
assisting her many friends 
and acquaintances In any 
of fholr real estafe 
requirements and she ~sks 
that they Call by to see her 
at her office and enjoy a 
cup of coffee. 
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OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
-Ottawa- lmm~a.on  1Vflnister Run Atkey can Stop 
wonderln~ whether his plan to settle 50,000 Xn- 
dachinex refugee~ in Canada may cause a backlash, 
lle'a already getttn8 It from all sldes, and his world- 
saving scheme Is scarcely beyond the initial an- 
nouncement s age, 
Only a few hundred ao far have been flown in and the 
government is wonderinli where all the "eponsors"- 
these people who were goinll to provide much of the 
inltlal accommodation a d some ot the funding-have 
so quietly vanished back into anonymity. 
Atkey and External Affairs Minister Flora Mac- 
Donaldecemed to get caught up in an intoxicating 
euphcrla of what their departments 
ealled"hmnanitarianlsm." 
"It is the good and decent hing to do," said Atkey 
when he thought how he m~ht fill up some of those 
supposedly empty acres between the Canadian east 
end west coasts with homeless Southeast Asians. 
And perhaps It WU. 
i If he could have done it by waving a magic wand, 
~and without publ/c ernst, inconvenience end objection, 
One of the difficulties I s that while there may very 
!well be plenty of empty acres from sea to sea, that 
wasn't where the refugees were destined to be settled, 
: The cities ,it has turned out, far from empty spaces, 
':were chosen as if by mutual agreement between 
iAtkey's immigration people, MacDonald's diplomats 
land the rootless refugees, 
: Toronto was one of them, 
i And Mayor John Sewell, generally a small " l"  
~berai, assumed to be one of those do-gooders o 
!popular with Miss McDonald end her werld-navers, 
:,didn't llke &.~blt~ a v-,~ :. ~+t~ +, +., 
I , 'A potent ia l~ i~a~e,  p he s l~d~ "tl~s~ are,!~ls,.,. 
• ery words-"T~r~(~ can'fabs0~b tffem because ~f a 
i tlght housing shortage end high rents," 
And in Ottawa where ~e whole idea started tn the 
iinventive head on Ron Atkey, guess how many 
| ,  , ,  ',sponsors broke cover in Rockeliffe Villoge, 
iCanadas wealthiest suburb , home of cabinet 
imlnlstora, financiers, retired industrlaliste, and " 
ibeaw " inherited wealth? i t 
One ~ 
Just one, 
' Poorest showing of any distrlctln, the entire na~on~,~r 
,capital region, 
Poor Ron Atkey, 
So given to thinking off the to~ of his head and 
.worrying later. 
Now he's trlpled hls quota from 1,000 amonth which, 
it he sticks to it or is stuck with it, will bring 50,000 
I/omelese Southeast Asians by the end Of next year. 
The cost? 
Straight off the top, the air fare for the 50,000 to be 
collected later, perhaps. 
Then an initial ~ million to operate two central 
'~eeeivlnll "centres, for resettlement, in Montreal 
and Edmonton. 
The ultimate cost? Atkey has no clue. 
He and his senior bureaucrats are huddling to try 
and put a bottom line figure on what they~admit will be 
the bluest,  by far, refugee pro~ral~eVe/' undertaken 
~. . ,~ .+~,', . by Canada. . ~:~. ,  .,~ . 
' I t  only came as a second thong~&16t.of .people + 
that they personally, like It or not,~lYuld be involved. 
For there's the schooling, you s~il +I Not Just for the 
children, but language teachers forl the adults. 
~ .~ ' i '  :~ : .  
Only a fraction of the refules~+~(t~ttn~:Ldl)i~akeither 
English or French. - -  "" ;~' - - ' .~  .:.+ +i ~;:::~ 
• +." t " '~"  ,";+ ~ .+ 
So It's all going on your tax bill, oh~v~. ,>r aimther, 
directly through school taxes, and ~dit~i  [y t~0ugh 
Ottawa for everything else. , . 
i 
LETTERS TO 
I 
By ROBERT WINTER8 
MONTREAL (CP) --The surface 
seemed calm in the traditionally 
troubled 'waters of Quebec's 
maximum-security penitentiaries a
summer began, But there are stgns 
that tension is building, 
"The summer isn't over yet," 
senior penitentiary official Gerald 
Marineau said warily as he glanced 
nervously toward Level Institute, 
the century.old prison still known as 
St, Vincent de Pitul to former 
~o'irrSOners when they gather to trade 
or stories. 
As it turned out, Marineau was 
right to be wary, Several days after 
the interview, a prisoner was 
transferred to a nearby psychiatric 
centre after holding two instructors 
and about 30 convicts besiege in the 
prison workshop for three days. 
Conditions at Level are con- 
sldered important by prison ob- 
servers because It was also the 
scene of a rampage by more than 200 
convicts in 1976 that caused $500,000 
in damage. 
Several miles away in an office 
near McGIH University's downtown 
' Quebec looks at trouble 
key membere of the committee -- 
which had spearheaded a four- 
month strlke in 197e -- were tran- 
~r:  
The Canadian Red Cross camps, the total monies 
Society, on July 13, 1979, reisedwfllbeusedtoprovide 
launched a nation-wide emergency food, clothing, 
campaign to raisemonles for medical supplies and 
the Vietnamese "boat shelter. 
campus, the director of the Jol'm 
Howard Society of Quebec noted 
Rose said youths of 17 and 18 are 
mad sexually by "lee gros loupe" 
(the big wolves) serving long terms 
and who are constantly on the watch 
for "fresh meat." 
"They killed one of the young 
fellows last year in a washroom' 
there, They have a lot of hangingl, 
t ,00 ,  ' t  
Inside Archamhault's impusin~ 
gates topped with rolls of barbed 
wire, the head of the workshop 
program is feeling phliusophlcal s 
he gives a tour of his shops, emptied 
of prisoners because of a scorchi~ 
heat wave. 
Fournler, who started as a prison 
instructor 12 years ago, said the 
atmosphere can be tense in the 
workshops which are watched by 
guards through one.way windows 
high on the wail. 
"They can open the windows and 
point heir guns if they have to. But 
there are never any armed guards in 
contact with the prisoners becaux 
they could he disarmed too esally, 
"You eventually realize yon bays 
to trust the prisoner behind your 
back.If you're always looking over 
your shoulder Itcreates tension and 
this is what can cause trouble. Of 
starred to Laval Institute. 
The breakup of the prisoners 
• committee -- which included Paul 
Rme -- still is de~endad by 
penitentiary officials. 
"That was a good deeislon," says 
btarlneau, head of penltentlary 
security f~ the quebec region, 
"Sty you have a sirlke going on 
which has been called by the 
In'isonere' committee and all the 
prisoners are disoheylng the rules, 
This is massive inJuberdination, 
"In such a sltuat/on, even the 
amallext s ark make thlngs 
explode, T~s, can we think It is our 
relponllbility, our duly, to try to 
neutralize the prisoners who are 
re,possible, 
"It ~me prisoners are having an 
evil influence, the warden can and 
must take action, It's like with the 
October Crim when them was an 
apprehended L, murrection." 
As for the transfer of Rose-- who 
~e~eda central role in the 1970 
- -Marlnsau said "the ad- 
ministration wasn't any harder with 
him becaum he was with the FLQ," 
• , , . ,1. . ,  , . , . - . , . , , . . , . . . . .~ . ;  %, . .  * , . . . , . . . . . . . . *o .  - , . . . , . , . .  ~•~.~.~•~•~.~•*'~'~*~*~;:~*~*~*~`.~'~.*~.~*~.~.~;.~* 
The third part of an 
II-part feature on prisons 
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"They're trying to keep the lid 
from blowing off," said Josh 
Zambrowsky. 
Further east in a crowded 
working.class dlsirlct of the city, the 
head of a more militant prisoners'- 
rights group laughed bitterly when 
asked whether the situation has ira- 
proved, 
"There's no way thlngs are 
quieter," Jean-Claude Bernheim 
said as he prepared the latest issue 
Of Face a la Justice (Facing 
Justice), a magazine banned from 
penitentiaries but distributed to 
families and friends of those inside, 
"There's more repression and this 
has led to more suicides and at- 
tempted suicides, 
"There was the case of Richard 
Racine who committed sulcidc July, 
4 in St, Vincent de Paul, Everybody, 
including his family and lawyer, had 
asked he be given psychiatric treat. 
ment-- but this was refused," 
Nearby, the mother of former 
FLQ member Paul Rose was getting 
ready to enter hospital for sn 
operation but took time out to give 
an emotional account of conditions 
in the three Montreal.area 
maximums where her son has been 
held. 
"St, Vincent de Paul is the worst," 
said Rose Rose, a leader of a 
political pr|]soners committee 
... seeking the release of former 
• ,bembers of the Front de Liberation 
du Quebec, which used violence to 
promote Quebec independence fors 
decade beginning in the early 1960s, 
"It's horrible in there, they've got 
rats and it's run on the basis of 
ptmlshraent. They use the hole a lot 
add prisoners are left there for 
months at a time. When they come 
out they're emotionally 
demolished," 
As for Archamhault Institute, a 
maximum-security nstitution 30 
kllemeires north of Montreal, Mrs. 
course, we watch out for some 
prisoners more than other|," 
for the possibility of his being 
taken hustage, Fournler said heis 
aware that at any moment a 
tella p prisoner could rd ouislde 
his office that he wan to see him. 
"He could come in, lock the door 
and call the authorities to tell them 
he's holding Founder as a hostage,", 
Several hundred feet away in his 
tidy office inclng the front gate, 
Archambault warden Andre 
Lemarier gets angry when he's 
asked why things have been quieter 
lately. 
"What do you mean quleterV' 
asked Lemarier, who has a rep- 
utation for being tough, "There 
could be a riot here next week. 
There's still a lot of violence, we 
recently had a murder and there 
was a hostage-taking in June," 
Lemarler has been sitting in a hot 
seat since he took over the controis 
of Arclmmbault after the previnta 
warden, Michel Roy, was shot dead 
in February, 1978, by three men 
while he was clearing snow from his 
driveway. 
Ibm was sentenced to two life 
terms for the kidnap and murder of 
Quebee labor minister Pierre 
Lanorto, 
Roy's death came several days 
after a letter from Rose was 
publiM~ed in a Montreal newspaper 
.seylnE the .cent/st at the prison had 
necome EOrlOUn. • 
Roea's letter also laid offlcisk at 
Arohamhault were seeking to 
Or~voke the pr l~am to violence in 
er to gain the support of public 
t~on for whatever meanarca re 
Althouffh 18 month| have paued 
since the shooting, the scare have 
net honied among prison officials. 
Roy's murder."put a lot of prmsure 
on the warden& we onn still feel It," 
• dd Marineau, 
"The tension has diminished a
little but there still m threats in one., 
form or another, There is a lot of 
slre~ for the wardeni~ • ' . . . . . .  
"The wardens were armed for a 
wldle and their herons and families 
were protected by security guards, 
But thisgs are coming back to 
normal again now." 
Although no arrests were made, 
re+ponstbllity for the chcollng was Marinexu said me factor in the 
claimed by a group calling liscif the climate retundng to normal is the 
Prisoners Revolutionary Army, recent creation Of a new regional 
which said Its brothers in prises anal~is unit he heads "that denis 
have experienced "the brutal force with preventive secur|typj~l;t,~ 
and utter ftttlltty, whtcli.now exists In. mmlysis of Information ~nd 'ifi. 
the Canadi~'l~nltentiitry service." to]llMnca," 
The Quebec Human Rights The uonrity unit exchanges in. 
League described Roy's murder as formation with the varinul police 
"an unhappy result hat was I~mmt forces and analyses put  prison 
inevitable given• the extraordinary disturhanees to find out how 
repression he exercised," including potanllal outbreaks can be avoided, 
extensive use of tear gel. he 8~ld. • 
The shooting followed a lengiJ~' 
conflict between the administration "One thingyou have to remember 
and Archambault's IB.member la that cur pr is~m are the most 
prisoners committee which was violent people in. Quebec. They're 
continuing to press demands for erlmlnala, Just became they're in 
better conditions, l~Ison da~n't mean they become 
Just before the shooting, several calm and law-abidlNi." 
TUNA WAR 
A look at the background 
• ~,~ .'+~ , , i  :: / ...... 
The about $170,000 a year. ' But" Jeopardize" pr~pecta, for 
there was a threat hat the SenateapprovolM:J~ew'~t 
embargo might be extended Coast fish treaties:;,w]th 
WASHINGTON CP 
C.ansda-U.S. tuna conflict 
finds its roots in differences 
between the maritime to other' fish products. Canada, . ;,~'" .' 
Jurisdictions claimed by the Canada ships about 560 Basing Its p0Mtio~.".on 
two neighbors when they and million worth of fish to thb ~ncap is  omelMing from the 
other countries adopted 200- U.S, each year, $70 rnUlt0~;~: Ublted~ti6ns I~+W ~tthe Sea 
mile coastal limits earlier in from theWest Coast and]~.~.~ .~., ,~_  e.l~..¢e~  claims 
the decade, from the east, t~:~~e~' , .~er . t f l ch  within 
Past attmepts to reconcile A department spok~i t :~ ,+: '~ l~ i :~ ~tscoasts, in- 
the differences have says the boat seizurea:~:!~.e~' ~ '~.  ~ pcaltion is 
produced little result. And only exacerbate'the c~t ;~:  ~?Sbt~b~l~'~,by. many other 
so when migrating albacore between the two countrie~.:.~:+:~iriesf ~ ; 
tuna swam farther north And the chairman of a Hou~e i'The.U,S, takes a different 
than usual this year, with fisheries subcommittee, vieW. It uys that a 
dozens of American fishing Representative John Breaux migratory hiah-snas fish 
boats chasing them into Dam. La, warned that the such as the albacore should 
waters off the coast of Canadian action might be managed internationally 
British Columbia, a clash ~ ,,| 
T H E  E D I T O R  between the two laws ap- [ [ 
I 
peered inevitable, 
So far, the dispute has 
~:~+ reaultedlnaroundupofl9 TODAY N HISTORY 
living in Red Cross operated American tuna busts - an 
United Nations refugee unusually tough action that 
is seen in some quarters as a 
possible attempt byCanada to . 
hand, concealing a pistol wrest concessions from the Sept. 6, 1979 
U.S, In other ficherien areas. P res ident  W 1111 am under a handkerchief. 
people". Today, with the On behalf of the Canadian 
drive now officially over, the Red Cross Society, I would 
Red Cross has realized a like to express my sincere 
total of M)25,000. I am proud appreciation to the many 
to note that 1157,000 of this warm-hearted British 
amount has come from the Columbians who have 
generosity of British materially helped to provide 
Columbtana. il'ese homeless people with a 
The proceeds of this new lease on life. 
campaign will be an ex. 
tremely important con. Sincerely, 
tributlon to the International Judge Darrell D. Jones 
Red Cross operations in l~atlonal Chairman 
South East Asia. With over International Affairs 
400,000 "boat people" still CanadtanRedCrnsssoelety 
For example, Canada Is McKinley of th'e United ISle-- The Mayflower set 
disturbed by U.S. moves to States was shot by Leon sail from England with 102 
open an experimental Czolgosz, a young anarchist, Puritans aboard. 
herring fishery off the coast 78 years ago today -- in 1901 18t8 -- Wllhe]mina was 
of Washington state. The -- and died eight days later, crowned Queen of the 
U.S. sent Canada a Some historians helwme that Netherlands. 
diplomatic note a few weeks Czolgusz may have been 1914 -- The first battle of 
age ahout he fishery, which weak.minded, but little Is the Marne began in the First 
Canada fears might puss a known about he assassin be. World War. 
threat to Canadian herring cause he was soon executed I~SZ-- Canada's first tele- 
fishering in British after a speedy trial. The vision station was opened in 
Columbia, assassination resulted in Montreal, 
The U.S, cesponded cothe greater security being given I~  -- Prime M/sister 
tuoaboatseizursswitha ban to subsequent presidents. Henrik Verwoerd was 
on tuna imports from Czolgnsz had simply queued assassinated in South 
Canada-which total only up to shake McKinley's Africa's house Of assambly. 
and no single country chonl~ 
he able to fish for it in. 
d~urlminately. 
As a result, lelislatinn 
used to extend U,S. coastal 
Jurisdiction to 200 miles in 
1972 specifically exempts 
albacore tuna from coastal 
control outside Of li miles 
from shore, the extent of 
~a'iediction under previous 
maritime claims, 
In addition, the  U.S. 
rejects claims by other 
countries to such control. 
The U.S. have been leading a 
drive to revive the Inter- 
American Tropical Tuna 
Commiss ion .a  f i sh  
management organisation 
whose members include 
Canada, the U.S., Mexico 
and other countries-as an 
lteroalional body for con- 
trollinli albacore and other 
tuna. 
But in the meantime, 
American boats can, under 
U.S. law, follow the 
migrating albacore into 
foreign waters outside of the 
1~ miles the U.S. recognizes 
as the area of foreign 
~u'isdiction. 
Officials involved in at- 
tempting to settle the tuna 
fight say of giving U.S, heats 
access to the tuna in return 
for undisclooed U.S. con. 
co~iom. 
The crma-border flchin8 
agreement currently before 
congress are dsnigned to end 
a fish war triggered by other 
dlffieultled. 
It's under ground 
to save some money  
BRANDON, Man (CP) -- After their first ~isy in Bran. 
dan's new underground school, teachers and students say It's 
really no different from going to school anywhere else, 
"it's SO bright hat, Just don't hin. k.about.ittoa~cl~gerU~d~e 
8roond," says Diana.Crass, a graae 4 am o macn me 
new Riverhelghin SCHOOL 
The school has been built into the hillside of a_ growing 
Brandon subdivision. Its design -- 76-per-cent underground 
- -  is expected to conserve nerW and eliminate vandalhnn 
and heavy weathlntng. 
Teacher Rums ih)ney says that when mcat.pe<~p_ 1o ,~  of 
underground they im~ine..minee..and t.unnels.+~u~ me new 
school, with its vibrant yo.ow w.aus aria rows m .uormusnt 
lighting, is far from a darkenaa cave; . . 
Princinal Harold Stewart says, "You !1 never get a same ox 
- - -  ~ utldin " eintatcophobin in the b g, 
Many of the school's tudents agree, although some say 
being underground is different.. ' 
"You feel lower ,.. you don't feel as high," says grade 7 
11 Denim Gauthisr. 
asmate Laura Lehmann says she mines heing able to 
look out windows to see if it's raining, 
But abe is pleased to be part of a school with such notoriety. 
"I like it since they say it's the only underground school In " 
Canada," she says, 
The school has partial clcaaroum walls with huge circular 
windows. A person standing in the con.tre of ~e school can 
look through windows in three c onscouuve w.a~, a,.un ue  me 
other end of the building or look straight up at a slyaipR, 
• It can accommodate 785 students, b,t at present 43S from 
kindergarten to grade ,9, are enrolled: . . . .  
The undorgronnd, or low profile oes~n a~o savna ~.ncl, 
although saving land is net crucial in this l~isnee. Tee 
m~haol is surrounded by about seven acres o~ patti[,, 
Atop the school there will he an acre of pky .Sreund. 8ome 
doorways and corners tand abou., t  2.~ me.t~, al~..ve• ..gr~ld... 
The National Research Couneu m momtorln~ me umome 
to determine how much ensqlY it will cave. 
The building has other energy.conserving featurm, such as 
timers that urn off electrical features uch as hsetidg and 
perking.lot plugs when the building isn't in use, 
The school initially was to be completed inthe fall of 1g78, 
but was delayed because of a construction strike last aura- 
star, 
Sod is still being laid outside and some construction is
going on inside, Stewart says he expects ell clsaarouml to be 
flnilbed by the end of the week and the rest of the ichool by 
the end of next month~ 
Multinationals take 
control 'now 
By ALEX BINKLEY 
OTTAWA (C~I.--:'Mi~tIOMicMAI oll~MVf~mical cons. 
peniee are iskJng control of the world s sea trkde and the re- 
suit could be crop failures and infmtatiouJ greater than ever 
known, says a book released Wedneeda. y . . .  "., .. 
Seeds of the Earth is an attempt to meae pouuctau am me 
public aware Of the growing domination Ofthe Red indmtry 
by a few major companies and how that threatem the crops 
which are a major part of the human diet, author Pat Roy 
Mooney told reporters Wednesday, 
The book was released uring the annual mooting of the 
World Food Council. Agriculture ministers and senior 
government officials from 36 member cotmtriea are seeking 
es~ement on wad to get more food to the world's lumgry. 
e main threat poasd,~ by the new I~=gainta ts 
eradication o~ the wild e~¢lee Of vegetable and grsinJ, found 
mainly in developing countrim: 'Witl~0ut"thme'+epecies, 
bybridcr~s cannot have new tralis bred in to make them 
rnsl, tant to new pests and diseases. 
of this ability could lead to the de, truction of man~ 
North American, Australlon and European crops in a few 
decades, Moonay said. 
The wild species are eradicated by the introduction i to 
daveloplng countries Of the hybrid products of the seed 
~ong the multinationals which have taken over seed 
companies in recent years are Clhe-GeliD' Ltd, of Swlt- 
zerisnd, International Telephone and Telegraph, Pfizer, 
UnionCarbide andO~ctdenta l -P~ the-U.S, and 
Royal DutchShell of the Netherlands, 
Many of ins companies have quwtienable r cords in plant' 
or product safety, the book notes. 
Expansion of the multinationals Into seed company own- 
erlhip in many countries has been sparked by introduction of
plant breeder legislation. 
M.ooney said he hopes Canadians, especially farmers and 
growers, will take a sorlous look at pis~trbreederrighis 
legislation the Progreallve Conservative gover~n~eat lays it 
will introduce for discussion, 
Fo.rmer agriculture minister Eugene W helen had 
IX'Stamen such lei~lation but hacked own in the face of 
opposition from some farm gro~i~ 
Mooney said that while 60 seed storega hanks have been set 
up around the world, few receive adequate funding or proper 
facilities to ensure me seed will survive, 
If there are no checha on multinatlcml ownership of se,d 
companies, farmers could face a small elecllon d seed at 
much higher price,, 
Chemical companies could produce seed which would only 
grow wben accompanied by their fertilizers. And ff there 
were major crop failures or infestations, It is unlikely the 
multinationals would take any action. 
The multinailonals can still be checked, Monney says. 
• "Th.e f.insn~ini resources and teehni~l~expertise equired 
m coueet am conserve ndangered gan~ is well within the 
pulitiual reach ~ 'o f  governments and agencies. 
"Knowledgeable governments can act to protect public 
:breeding programs and curtail the expansion of the global 
seed industry into their own territory." 
A MILESTONE 
FOR THE ARTS 
EDMONTON (CP) --A the Terrible, the flghis 
University of Alberta art with the Tartars." 
professoreayshehelieven Moscow Is "alive with" 
~beis the first Canadian , people" at all times of the 
artist to be given a one. day, Wohifarth said. 
man exhibition of his He found the city in- 
paintings in Moscow. vigorating. "There is 
Harry Wohlfarth's samethingbrondingabout 
Ihaw, which opens July 1, it, something masculine." 
IS0, includes 2O water. 
color cityscapes of 
Moscow and 10 Canadian 
prairie landscapes in 
acryllcs. 
The paintings of 
Moscow were made 
either during or Just after 
the artist's visit to the 
capital of the Soviet 
Union last year. He went 
~o0m, sereprhna~..y to study 
-- reugious por- 
traits painted pain. 
sisldngly on wood. 
Wchlfarth enid: "I was 
ipmmeneciy impressed by 
the city. When you stand 
on Red Square, you can 
~.! Russian history come 
save; you can feel Ivan 
After his return' to 
Edmonton, he erranged a 
,hawing of his eitygcgpns 
in February and invited 
representeilvee f the So- 
viet emhamy in Ottawa to 
attend. He also mat them 
photographs of some of 
the works. 
The resul~ was an  
agreement  f rom 
Mnscow's International 
Friendship Centre to put 
the Wohlferth work in a 
one-man shaw in a gallery 
on Moscow's Kalinin 
Prospect, 
The Mes¢ow paintinp 
nt wo~,s  long-tot= 
mterent m eltygcapeg. 
i I 
Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney supported the fall[air, 
More salmon the goal 
VANCOUVER CP bydroeleclric plant. The Seton plant takes 
lkitishColumbinHydroasys Biologists ay the project water from Seton Lake and 
it hopes that he opening of a could increase the value of discharges into the Fraser 
Ipartinl creek diversion ear thenmsbyup to$1 million in River. The migratory route 
Llllooet, B.C. in the southern peak years, for the salmon is upstream 
,Interior will eventually Hydro spokesman Sydney past the power house and 
the number t double of 0rpwnek said'Gates Creek then up Satan Creek. sockeye salmon reaching sockey migrate in July and However, biologists say 
spawning beds in the Satan- August, so the diversion will when the fish reach the 
Anderson lakes system in not help the run until next power_ house they sense 
yesm. . . . . . . . .  year. . . .  - : ........... water fremmetr home creek ~ 
..~,,:~',~, '.,:.~ . . . . . . . .  However; the'.diversfon dad attempt to enter Seto~ 
" Aim of,he $100,0ooproJect, will be finished in t ime to Lake from that aI~t, but ar~e 
being funded by ~ is to assist he Portage run from unable to do so. As a result, 
'restore losses to both rum mid-September to mid- only half  the Gates and 
caused by the Seton October, he said. Portage salmon complete 
. . .  the spawning cycle. 
r The diversion project 
involves opening an existing STOCKS tuanel from ncarly Cayoosh Creek. The partial diversion 
will mix Cayoosh Creek 
water with Seton water and 
: b io l~s , .hope  that by 
. . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . .  ~' bulahcin~l~eJpower house 
' TORONTO (CP) - -  The Abed Corp. rose 10 cents to water and the Seton creek 
Toronto stock market was $1.58 and Bell Canada ~ to water, all the fish will find 
down sharply at the close of MI2. their way through Seton 
active trading Wednesday. grounds. The TSE 300 index fell Mclntyre Mines dropped Creek to the spawning 
to MS, Denison Mines I to Hydro built the Satan plant 27.58 to 1661.84. 
A steep drop in New York 1~18V4 and Teck Corp. A 1 to in 1956 
$15. Brunswick Mining and 
and gas pulled the market and l~ada Explorations 25 
down. 
Volume was ?,37 million '~to  tu $1.25. 
compared with 6.71 million Total Pete NA was down 
Tuesday. 1~ to $24½, PanCanadlan 
Amon~ induatrinin, Gu~ Pete 1½ to $57V4 and Czar 
Canada fell 2½ to t71%, Resources I~  to $13½. 
Federal Pisses' A 2sA to Numac Oil and Gas was up MONTREAL (CP) - -  U.S. 
$35½, Alberta Energy 2 to ~ to MiS½ and American dollar in terms of Canadian 
Mrr~A, Cam/sea 3 to N and Leduc Pete nine cents to 55 funds nt 3:30 p.m. EDT 
Texaco Canada PA to ~TS½. cents. Wednesday was up 1-25 at 
$1.1687. Pound sterling was 
VANCOUVER' (CP) - -  on 53,500.  Ruskin up 91-100 at ~.6255. 
Prices were down in heavy Development was down ,03 In New York, the Canadian 
trading Wednesday on the at ,78 and Meridian dollar was down 1-50 at 
Vancouver Stock ExchanM. Resources was unchanged at $0.8557 and pound sterling 
Volume at • close was .32. was up 7-10 at $~..2465. 
544 shares ' ' 4,m, . 
Of shares traded, 114 ad- • ' 
canyo, collect seureas Invealment Corp. was unchanged at ~.M un 
' "  " "  interest Investment Carp. wan down .10 at .95 ca 7,SO0. Great 
Natinnal Land was up .01 at moreoften.V. 
Development was down ½ at 
~0+ on 6,tSO. Third Dlmen- 
sinn was unchanged at .25 
sod ~d iem Industries was 
- " " "  Get'The Calculator' 
On the resource end - -  theR0~L~ B a n k  development board, Laredo qM~' 
Petroleum was down .10 at 
" " "  ' " "  " and interest Eagle River Mines was down earn  .0t at .~ oa 107,SO0. Suneva 
. ou . .  w . . , . , ,  w,, eve  unchanged at .10 on ST,pso 
and we'll pay you was nadmnged at $1o 14 m 60,000. Yukon Revenue 
" "  - . ,  every single month down .15 at 113. • 
On the curb e~hange, 
New Congress Resources 
was up .0~ at .4B en 71,0SO 
shares and Luasr® Metals 
was down .0~ at .57 on ~9,000. 
, ,  w.. On!y at the Royal Bank uncba~ed at $1.~ on ~,710 
shares and Bench Gold. 
Min~ was unchamled at .SO " 
AUDIT 
ON 
CARE 
COSTS 
VANCOUVER CP The 
department said Tuesday 
it plans audits to deter- 
mine cesta for long-term 
esru provided by private 
hospitals wb~e owners 
say they are losing 
money. 
Isabel Kelly, assistant 
deputy minister, said 
many private hospitals 
argue they are not 
making enough money 
but the health ministry 
has never investigated 
their actual running 
c~to. 
Last month, Pat 
Shields, president of the 
British Columbia Private 
Hospital Association, said 
ff the health ministry 
dasn't increase its 
,payments to private 
hospital owners, mere- 
hers of his group, might 
leave the province s long* 
term care program, 
Ms Kelly said in an 
interview that although 
the health ministry 
recognizes the right of 
private hospitals to make 
a profit, they provide only 
maintenance are and not 
the therapy given to 
patients in extended~are 
hospitals. 
She also enidthere is a 
shortage ofextended-care 
beds and the ministry is 
trying to expand its home 
care program to meet he 
needs of the aged. 
"We're building new 
beds and upgrading 
existing beds," she said. 
"It will take at least hree 
years to solve the 
problem completely," 
The Herald, Thursday, September 6, 1979, Pmge ..$ 
T ime is now for 
recreat ion book  
The Terrace Recreation 
Department has a new fall 
schedule of programs lined 
up for the communlly. The 
new yellow and blue 
program booklet will be 
delivered to homes 
throughout the area the first 
week o/September. 
The department offers 
something for everyone: 
programs during the day for 
women with daycare; 
grams for preschoolers 
the day, children's 
of Pr~igrams on Saturdays; Iota 
ce programs for all ages; 
innumerable pool programs 
and an array of evening 
programs in the sports, 
fltaeas, arts and orafts and 
general interest areas. 
The pool will be shut down 
on sent. 4 for apuz~dmately 
three weeks for its annual 
maintenance program. 
Watch the media for the re. 
opening date. All fall pool 
programs commence Oct. 1. 
Registration for set I is set 
for September 25, ~, 27 at 5 
to 7 p.m. and for set If 
November 6, 7, 8, 5 to 7 p.m. 
The recreation depart- 
meat would like to thank 
their three playground 
supervisors, Jennifer 
Brooks, Janice Poogue and 
Janet Waldie for the superb 
Job they've dene this sum- 
mer with the children in the 
various playground areas. 
"We wish them luck with 
their winter pursuits,'" says 
department representative 
Mary-Margaret Smith. 
SKEENA AUTO METAL 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
NOTIOE OF ROAD OLOSURE 
Notice Is given pursoant o Section eleven (1) of the 
Highways Act that portion of Glenera Street created by, 
Subdivision under the Land Reglst~ Act described as: 
Commencing at the southeasternly corner of Lot 10 of 
Black one, Dlsh'lct Lot eleven, Plan WS, Cawler 
Dlsh'lct thence east for forty feet, thence north for 
forth feet, thencewest for forty feet, Intersecting on the 
asstarnly boundary of Lot 10, Block one, District Lot 
eleven, Plan 97S. Casstar District Is hereby dlecon. 
tlnued and closed as a public highway. 
This secUon Is closed so that the Stlklne River Song 
and General Store L~., Telegraph Creek, B.C. can use 
this area for Commerctal Purposes. 
The Ho~lbursble, 
A.V. Frszero 
Minister of Transportation, 
Communications, and Highways 
re.m1 i 
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Threw away the game 
Darold Knowlea' .wild John D'Aequlsto to force in runs with a triple and a LcLaughiin combined for a 
pickoff throw allowed two 
Pittsburgh rum to score in 
the tlth inning, giving the 
Pirates a7-5 victory over St. 
Louis Cardirmis on Wed. 
nesday night and keeping the 
Pirates two games ahead of 
Montreal Expos in the 
National League East 
Division. 
Omar Moreno doubled 
with one out off Roy Thomas, 
'then Dave Parker drew a 
• two-cut intentional walk and 
Bill Robinson singled. 
:Knowles came on to face 
John Milner but threw wildly 
to first base, letting both 
runners come home. It was 
Pittsburgh's t0th victory in 
12 games. 
The Pirates got solo home 
runs from Phil Garner and 
Willie Stargell in the fourth 
inning and scored three runs 
in the top of the eighth to go 
ahead 5-4. The Cardinals tied 
it In the bottom of the inning 
when Ken Oberkfell walked 
and nape Iorg doubled. 
In Chicago, Tommy 
Hutton's single drove in 
Dave Cash from second base 
with two out in the ninth 
inning and lifted bionlreal to 
their ninth straight victory, 
4-3 triumph over the Cubs. 
Enos Cabell drew a 10th- 
"inning, bases-leaded walk off 
I 
BUSINESS D IRECTORY 
• Jr 4SO JOHN DEeR ~ GRADING ~k LAND CLEARIN() 
WITH 5TH WHEEL ~' BACKFILLING ~ LEVELING 
TERRACE 
"= PHONE ANYTIME 
DAVE & ALLAN 635.3505 . 
EASTSIDE 
GR OCER Y & LA UNDR OMA T 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 6-11 WEEKEHDS 9-11 
4438 Lake~so 635.2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY COHVENIENCE STORE • 
Terraoe Eleotronio Repairs Lid, GLACIER 
L 4418~ Leg!0n ,Avenue. 
Complete  Glass and 
A luminum Service 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE 
0EPOT 
Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon.-Sat. - -  9 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
Friday - -  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4533 Lakalse 63S.4543 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
Ready MIx Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Dags of Cement, 
V4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent, 
WE DELIVER SATURSAYS 
PHONE 635.3936 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Construction Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhlll 
For these Items 
, bear teeth , bear claws 
, w01f teeth • beaver teeth 
, moose or deer antlers (slnoleorpair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
STRRBORRD 
TRCK YRCHTS 
• SAN JUAN 
::" 21' tO 30' Sailboats 
& Accessories 
m_. 635-3OO1 
Ken Hansen 
I~c .~4~ I .~z  o - -  :.:~~'vo~-*..: " 
Wayside Groceries . . . . .  
4711-G Ke i th  Ave .  
. t . r  I r i ( ' . ( l l ) co .~e. | i t ,ncc  s tore  
HOURS: "~ ' ~1 
Weekdays 7:30 am - 12:30 am , 
w~ken~s X0:00 am 11:00 pm 
! 
lq ©Nrl. 1 IEI  lq 
deLI, Ql 1% 
C©-  C)P 
3224 Kalum Street,Terrace 
Natural Foods-- Books -- Local Crafts 
ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... 
ONLY ~EMBERS GET D,SCOUNTS 
Plumbing • Heeling • Commerclsl Servicing : 
Residential - Industrial .. Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
L 
G NOW OPEN A 
R U 
:B&6 " E . l 
R 0 
Y 2701 South Kale St. M A 
635-6180 T 
Charlie Belanger 
• the winning run, giving 
Houston a 4-3 victory over 
San Diego Padres and 
keeping the Astrea one-half 
game ahead of Cincinnati 
Reds in the Netinni L~agne 
West Division. 
Home rum by George 
Foster and Ray Knight 
helped Fred Norman win his 
100th majorleague game as 
the Reds beat San Francisco 
Giants 6-5. Dan Driessen 
doubled home the deciding 
run in the seventh after Dave 
Concepcion had walked and 
stolen second. 
Steve Garvey broke a 1Oth- 
inning tie with a run-scoring 
single and Los Angeles 
Dodgers went on to defeat 
Atlanta Braves 5-3. New 
York Mets' game at 
Philadelphia was rained out. 
In the American League, 
Butch Hobson knocked in 
three runs with a triple and a 
homer and Bob Stanley 
stopped New York Yankees 
on seven hits as Boston broke 
a four:game losing streak 
with a 5.0 victory. 
Ron LeFlore's ninth.inning 
triple broke a tie and ignited 
a six-run burst hat carried 
Detroit Tigers to a 9-3 vie- 
tory over Cleveland Indians. 
Ran Jackson drove in three 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
44~ LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box ~34 PHUNE 635-9319 
TERRACE, B,C. V8G 465 OR 635-9320 
Install i Service Gas, Wood & Oil Forsncas 
i 
Ca l l  us  a t  635-6357 
HORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD, 
single to pace Minnesota four-hit shutout as Seattle 
Twins past Kansas City Mariners beat Texas 1.0, 
Royals 8-3. snapping the Rangers' four- 
Rob Dressier and Byron game winning streak. 
NATIONAL LEAGUE Pittsburgh 7 St, Louts 5 
• East Houston 4 Sen Diego 3 
Pittsburgh W L Pal. GBL Cincinnati 6 San Francisco S 
(13 S5 .60t -  New York at Philadelphia, 
Montreal 70 54 .59t 2 ppd,, rain 
St. Louis • 74 62 .S44 O Today's Games 
Chicago 71 ~ .522 11 Montreal at ChlcO0o 
Philadelphia 69 68 .504 13V~ New York at Philadelphia 2N 
New York 53 62 .393 2g~h LOS Angels* at Atlanta N 
West San Francisco at Cincinnati N 
Houston .79 60 .5~8 - -  Pittsburgh of St. LOUIS N 
Cincinnati 79 61 .564 V~ Sen Diego at Houston N 
Los Angelus d6 73 .47S 13 Friday Games 
san Francisco 61 79 .436 16'/= Philadelphia at Chicago 
san Diego 58 82 .414 21V= San Diego at Atlanta N 
Atlanta 54 84 .391 24V~ LOS Angeles at Cincinnati N 
Wednesday Resuns Pittsburgh at New York N 
Montreal 4 Chicago 3 Son Francisco at Houston N 
Los Angeles 5 Atlanta 3 Montreal at St. Louis N 
PIPE,  PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING, 
WATER SOFTENERS- -ANDMORE- -  
5239 Keith Avenue - Near B.C. ~ydro 
635-7158 
"~.~/N '~ '~.   JAMES GRAY I 
~ ~ - . ~ . ~ ,  ~ 4936 McDEEK I 
~ . L ~ E P E N D A B L E  ~"  m - - -~- -~ 
BILL IARDS 8, AMUSEMENTS 
============================================================================ 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE. BC, PHONE 635-2473 
, i 
VAN'S OONTRAOTlii6 
~i~i!i~ Furniture liepal, 
~:~:.Restorati0ns, H0pe Chests 
~ i~i~3 I Custom Made Furniture, Nefinishing 
~ ~="°~*~ General Building Contracting 
25i0 Kalum 636-6586 Terraoe 
Cleaners ,Ltd. 
_ FOR THE BEST 
SUEDE AND LEATHER 
CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and Mini Mall 
(Next to Mr, Mikes) 
,r---- 
635-2838 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
AMERICAN LEAOUIE 
EaSt Teaks 
W L Pet. GEL Chicago 60 77 ,,130 14 
Baltimore 90 ~,.M2 ~ Seattle 50 02 .414 17V~ 
Milwaukee 83 S6 ,597 S~,~ Oakland 46 93 .331 291h 
Boston 79 57 ,El I1 Wednesday Results 
New York 75  61 .~1'15 Toronto at Baltimore, ppd,, 
Detroit 74 ~ ,S29 18 rain 
Cleveland 71 69 .S07 21 Detroit 9 Cleveland 3 
Toronto 44 94 .319 47 Boston 5 NOW York 0 
Welt Minnesota 8 KansaS City 3 
California 75 64 .~0 - -  Chicago at California N 
Kansas City 73 66 .52S 2 Milwaukee at Oakland N 
Minnesota 72 66 ,$22 2',~ Texas et Seattle N 
M 71 .489 7 
Borg upset 
NEW'  YORK (AP) -- Tanner, playing far more 
Tanner scored the aggressively and accurately 
tennis upset of the year than ha had in previous 
Wednesday night, beating rounds here, won the first set 
top-seeded BJorn Borg of easily. Borg won the second 
SwedeninZthe quarter.finals one with difficulty, but was 
of the United States Open, 6- able to break Tanncr's 
2, 4.0, 6.2, 7.0. service at love for 4-3. 
It was Tanner who In the third set, Tanner 
dragged Borg through, fl.ve, went up 4-1 before Borg held 
sets in the Wimbledon final, at love. Tanner bald at 30, 
before losing. But We'd- double-faulting once but 
nosday night, he had the, taking the game with a 
extra.eagerness qnd, pow.er,~ service winner; 
to pull +c~' l~e'~t.  ' ' Taanel~br~ke again in the 
He blow two match points, 
poss ib ly  th rough 
overeagemess, but got the 
chance again in the 
tiebreaker and won it 7-2 
when Borg hit wide. 
And again Borg's bid for 
the Grand Slam was spoiled. 
He has wm Wimbledon four 
consecutive times and has 
also won the French Open 
final game of the set, 
reaching break point by 
rocketing a backhand own 
the line. Borg saved that one 
with a service winner, bet 
yielded the game by netting 
a forehand on the next point. 
Borg had triple break point 
in the opening ame of the 
fourth set, but Tanner 
groped bach for deuce and 
the last two years. But the then four more deuces. He 
U.S:'Open~as'alWaY~ ~t ded '~g0~ :the .advantage tha l~.t 
Ida: '.'.'~d:~ i~;:;"~ ,~.;': ~'"  thee: ~:  an ace, RI~ 
Tanner has long been 
ranked in the top I0, hat unit 
this year, the hard-serving 
left-hander had never made 
it to the final of a major 
championship. 
He now advances to a 
semifinal match against he 
winner of a match between 
four thseeded Vitaa 
• 1. Gerniaitis and South African 
Johen Krtek. 
• " mrnei" Wednesday, ~-~"  
Evert-Lloyd got by one of the 
opponents he had feared 
most, Australian Evonne 
Goolagong, 7-5,  6-2, and 
Jimmy Cmmore downed Pat 
DuPle 6-2, 6-1, 6-1. 
Bilile Jean King beat 
fourthseeded Virginia Wade 
in another quarter.final nd 
now plays Lloyd in the semi. 
finals. 
Wants to 
talk more 
~PEG CP Winnipeg 
Jets' general manager Jelm 
Ferguson says he would 
welcome a new voice in the 
Stalled Bobby Hull trade 
talks. 
"Idon't mind if the league 
' gets lnvolved,'.'i Ferguson 
sold Tuesday,"after an- 
'n0uneing lqst week that 
-trade tallm with Chicago 
Black Hawks had broken 
finished it with a backhand 
neatly into Borg's forehand 
corner.  
Tanner aced through the 
fifth game with three aces 
and a service winner. In the 
next, he reached break pint 
when Borg had to run back 
for a long shot, then overhit 
it. He took the game for 4-2 
wttha forehand volley cross- 
c~t.~ . . , , ,  ~,,. 
Each held "serve through 
the eighth game. In the 
ninth, Borg got to 40-30 on 
Tannor's serve, but Tanner 
got back to deuce. Tanner 
servbd a winner for match 
point, but blew it by 
overhitting an overhead. He 
had his second match point 
when Borg hit long. Again 
Tanner wasted it by being 
too cleae to the net and ha 
volleyed into it. 
Borg won the next two 
points, a winning service 
return and a eroee<ourt pass 
to break for 4-S. He evened it
5-5 at 30. They had an in- 
credible rally of volleys and 
chips near the net in which 
both retrieved nearly-im- 
possible shots. Then, after 
hacking away and rallying 
more conservat ively,  
Tanner overhit o give Borg 
game point. Borg took it with 
an ace. 
Both held their next games 
at 15 to set up the tiebreaker. 
down. 
"I'm not interested in 
mediator but I would llke to 
hear another opinion. 
National Hockey League 
president John Ztegler as a 
mediator in the dispute. 
But Ferguson warned that 
he would stand by his 
position. 
Borg won both of his points. 
a in the tiebrsaker on his own 
serve, the second one for 24. 
And then came Tanner,s run 
- -  a bullet of a passion shot 
for 5-2, a backhand volley 
into Borg's open court for 
match point and patience to 
wait for Borg's last shot to 
veer out. 
"WE TRAVEL ' - -  YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
Ph~)ne 638-1634 or 6as.3545 
• 9to5  
l l l l  I I 
SKEEHA AUTO METAL 
SHOP LTD, 
4842 Nwy. 18 West 
038-6671 
J I[ I I II I 
Going for Big Apple 
l~fl0 haveleft or New York rut, 
. and a Saturday date with "If we looked fresher 
Tampa Bay Rowdies in the aplont the C~smo~ at the 
Soocer.Bowl champlenahlp end, 'it was because our 
d the ~orth American See. i~ym dug denper inside 
car Lengue. their aoub. Same of the New 
York players weren't willing 
The Whitecaps, n to do that." 
collection of mainly veteran The frmhcet pair of lop in 
English League players, kat Baturdity's mini-game 
departed Wed~y after ngainot New York were 
tritining under aisistant those of midfielder Carl 
coach Bob McNab, with Vaientine, a31.yeer-eldfrem 
team munager.TonyWaltere England who charged 
already in New York for around llke a frisky colt and 
promotional purpeasa, almost ~onred urin~ the SO. 
McNitb said Vancouver's minute game with a booming 
superior ocnditionlns cer. clot off the crmhar. 
tekly helped the Wld~.apa Valentine aaid he was its 
eliminate New York Ccemo, drained so ell the o~re  who 
in the Nittional Conference played 185 minutes of soccer 
play oils lant weekend, .but In the two games In one day 
that facet of the game ought against, he Ccemoe and it 
be over-rated at this a~age of was "desire to win that kept 
,the m~a~on, me gobS." 
'*We haven't been able to Theonly injury cuncerulng 
have any decent ~'aining for Me.Nab and Waiters ia an 
the last while bocauae of the ankle sprain suffered by 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- corniest ravel," fold. Me- striker Trevor Whymark in successful in sheo'inuis, at¢l 
Vancouver Whltocepe and Nab. "The most important the second game of the New .he doesn't practice such 
their notorious Engllch " thinS to do between samce is Yorksertee, Wbymarkcame situations, although he has 
out of the Same, won in a 
shootout by the Cosmos to 
force the deciding mini. 
game, in the second half. 
Ho's expected to he ready, 
however, for Tampa Bay; 
Mc~ab said the Whitecaps 
have I~actised the NASL's 
controversial shootout quite 
a .bit lately, "althou~ we 
really prefer to work on 
tldngs that are going to win 
the pine for us in regulation 
tinlo," 
"lt'it bard to know what to 
do," he added, "Personally, 
I think it's a lottery." 
Vancouver beat the 
Cosmos S.O here in the first 
~ me of the conference final, th New York winning the 
second pine in it shootout. 
The Whiteonpe then won the 
mini.game in another 
shootout, 
Defender Bobby Lenar. 
doaal of the White~'.apa, Often 
hie own special technique for 
the shootout. 
"You can't shoot from a 
distance -- that gives the 
*keeper too much chance," 
Lenarduzzi said. "You hove 
to get clcee to him and wait 
for him to make the first 
move, 
"Then you keep it low, 
make him stuggle to get 
down. I start •from an angle, 
which ~ivsa me a better 
chance to put it past him." 
(The shootout begins with 
the shooter on the ~-yard 
line and the goalkeeper on 
the goal ine; the shot must 
be taken within five 
seconds.) 
Tampa Bay, which won 
two games at home Sunday 
against San DI~o Sockem to 
take the American Con. 
ference title, is making its 
third appearance in the 
NASL final, having won in 
1976 and lost last year to the 
Cosmos. 
Lady now a hoop star 
"I'm serious about it. I've 
bees given it chance of it Ills. 
time. I think that chance x. 
ceeded the chance of playing 
again (in 1060) on the United 
8tatsa Olympic team,*' 
~ne wan'a member of the 
sll~r.medel-winning U,S. 
mm itt Montreal in 197e. By 
signing, ~hn give* up her 
amateur stetua, 
. Meyera ' l  brother, Dave, n 
former oil-American at 
U~,  plays for Milwaukee 
Bucha. Hie sister has 
scrimmaged in pickup 
gamin with star playen of 
the NBA. 
Nuai didn't reveal the 
terms of the contract but 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- 
Ann Meyer, former UCLA 
and Olympic star, hal 
become the f~t  woman to 
M~n a National Basketball 
Association contract. In. 
diana Pacers announced 
Wednesday that she hat 
agreed to it sue-year pact, 
TO play, the ~fee~, 140. 
pounder suet make the 
rester, but even if she 
doesn't, owner Sam Naul 
udd she will have some type 
0t non-playing Job for the 
Pacers. 
Many reporters, asked 
during a news conlerence if 
the signing ,of Meym, el, 
was a publfolty gimmick, 
and she itnewered: 
~id there were bonuses 
involved for making the 
team, time played and 
"other considerations," 
Coach Bobby Leonard, 
consulted prior to the 
signing, said: "I saarched 
• my ecul, end naked if ! could 
deny t~ penon the op- 
portuufty to play basket- 
ball." 
He and Nasal believe 
Meyere might help the team 
with her outside shooting, 
• since a new NBA rule gives 
three points for field goals 
from longer than 35 feet, 
She w_fll, report Monday to 
the team a free.agent and 
rookie camp before the 
veterans report Sept. 14. 
Tagge's knee hurting 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Stempodm. 
Jerry TitHe s status as Coach Vie Rapp said he 
starting quarterback of would wait until testa are 
British Columbia LIons completed this week before 
remained in doubt Wed-: deeidi~ ff to ter ' changes  
needay following exam. are needed far Sunday'o 
laotian of his Iroubleanme Western Football Con- 
of the National Football 
League during the exhibition 
~cheduie, 
Forests 
take lead 
in soccer 
LONDON (CP) -- 
D~ending champion Not- 
llnlham Forest and 
Southampton, the runner-up 
in~1078, led the parade into 
the last 33 ~4ha English 
Football League cup tour- 
earnest when +the second 
round was "completed 
Wedne~isy, 
European champion 
Forest, starting with a hard. 
earned first.lea draw at 
Third Divbinn Blackburn, 
scored sex goals Wednesday 
for a 7-1 o~regate win, 
Ion Bowyer, with Not- 
ttngham beonnae high.priced 
Ass Hartford was tran- 
sferred to Everton last week, 
scored In the fourth minute 
of the soccer game. But star 
alriker Tony Wcedcock had 
to wait ?3 minutes for a goal 
In the e-I victory.' 
Southampton pulled off an 
impressive 3-0 win at 
Wrsxham and inflated the 
snip'agate over its Second 
Division hosts to 8-0. 
West Bromwieh Albion 
took a 1-0 decision over 
Second Division Fulham to 
win 3-1 on aggregate but 
once apin failed to show the 
form that made the club title 
contenders last year. 
An own Meal from young 
defender Paul Miller cost 
Tottenham ' Hotspur its 
itecond-round tie against 
Manchester United who won 
3-1. 
United, down 3.1 after the 
tint leg, hit back with goals 
by MUcky Thomas and Steve 
Ceppall and, although Gerry 
Armstrong kept Tottenham 
in the game, Miller's 57th- 
minute blunder settled the 
isaue. 
1~ knee by doctors o~ the 
Camdlaa Football Lengna 
team. 
A team spokesman said 
Tingle was examined in 
hospital and doctors 
reported the swelling in his 
knee had ~one down, but not 
moui~ to allow further tests. 
Tango entered hospital 
dur~ the weekend after hie 
knee became swollen. He 
wu injured Aug, 31 at 
Bamllton and suffered it 
recurrence of the problem 
here Aug. 36 apinat Calgary 
fereone game in Whudpe~ 
against the Blue Bambem. 
Joe Paopao relteved Tagge 
in the Hamilton and Calpry 
pmce, producing a touch- 
news pass in each ap- 
pearance which led to wins. 
Psopao, a second-year 
professional with limited. 
e~partence, Is expected to 
start In Winnipeg~ ,Alao In: 
camp is quarterback Mike 
NOtt, who began a five.day 
trial last week. 
Nott, an Import, was 
reI~asad by Oitkiand Raiders 
Canada bows out 
After preening the play for 
the opening 36 minutes, 
Canada appeared to tire in 
the latter stages o~ the first 
half. 
Madagascar scored what 
proved to be the winn.ing oal 
at the ~l-minute ma~ of the 
opon~a half. 
Canada came on strong 
again in the second half but 
could not finish any plays m 
front of the Madagascar 
goal. At times they appeared 
hesitant or abe made one 
pau too many, 
Canada's best chance at 
the match occurred at 
the elxminuto mark el the 
second haft. Peter Zachary 
o~ Victoria, B.C., broke in 
alone from the right elde, 
faked the gealtead~ and 
alipped n paso to Oscar Albu- 
uerque o~ Toronto. 
MEXICO CITY (CP) -- "We hod three golden 
The Canadian soccer team, chances the first 10 ndnutes 
unable to cash in on eoveritl on head baUo Inaide the six. 
JP.~'ing opportunities early yard .box a.nd. ff we .can't 
in ~a game, bowed out of ~oce ~m mere wire me 
medal competition at the bah at our head than I'm 
World Student Oamee on afraid that we ~ust have no 
Wednesday with a t-0 lou chance of wlnnlnil the 
against Madapscar, pine," old  Brian Hui~eo, 
With it little more lmk, or ~mada'o head coach. 
rbapo iteourrany, Canada 
t have been leading by 
two or three goals after the 
app le  tonal0 minutes of play. 
leaves Canada on 
the bottom of Group IV. The 
Netherlands topped the 
8reup with five points, while 
Spain and Madapscar tied 
with three points apiece. 
Canada managed J,-t one 
~raint, hat coming from a 0-0 
w spinet Spain in the 
lretindnary round of play. 
You can  
watch now 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
B r i t i sh  Columbia •
Television wlll broadcast 
M Wednesday night Na- 
tional Hockey League 
ilamen during the 1979-80 
sensm, beginning Oct. I0, 
the station has an- 
nounced. 
Donald M. Smith, 
~euctive vice-Ffsaident 
d BCTV, said in a news 
release that not all games 
will Involve Vancouver 
Canucks, but more than 
el6 per cent of the 
televised games will 
involve Smythe Division 
hMIma. 
, Vancouver finished 
mcend in the Smythe 
Division last season 
behind Chicago Black 
Hawks and ahead of St, 
;LOUIS Blues and Colorado 
ifealm'ed at least 13 times 
on BCTV, 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
invites applications for 
MANAGERSp OOAOHES 
• t TRAINERS 
for its Rep Teams 
Applications seat to: 
Bernie hider, Pant Pres,. 
P,O, Box 131 
.Terraeet B,O, 
NBA commmloner Larry " 
O'Brien wished Meyers luck 
in her bid to become the first 
womanplayer in the lea[ue, 
and said: 
"The NBA doea not dis- 
crimiate against athletes on 
any basle, including sex, ff 
and when a contract is fried 
with the leasua office by 
Indiana, it will be reviewed 
in the ordinary course and 
approved if it meets normal. 
NB,~ requirements," 
Coaches are else needed for some house leaps 
loans. Apply T.H.H.A., Box 121, Terrace, B.C. 
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MAZDA PROUDLY 
INTRODUCES 1HE NEW 1980 GLC: 
IT COMES WITH MORE, 
AND GOES FOR LESS. ::::::::: 
' i 1 ,7  . .  
The new Mazda GLC comes with 
even more standard features than last year 
Standard features that you don't have 
to lSay ~mo~4 &'Like front power assisted 
disc brakes, electric rear window :i defogger, fully recliningb~k-et s-eat~--- 
!!:, and more and more and more. Plus 
fabulous fuel economy that will save 
.............. you lots of money in these days 
of skyrocketing gasoline prices. 
.,.ii:;~:.:.i!:...~ Furthermore, you'll save 
::>:,:~ ~,:,J{ii money just buying the GLC, it's 
~...,~.:,".'.: 
~, ~:',:.,',~/::~'~ ~{311 :: ; ; ) the lowest priced hatchback 
~:!,:i:!!~ that you can buy in Canada. 
• ¢ 
~::~ The more you look 
The more you like. 
*14,~>cd*m Mam,lhGurch.'.S~tg~esk, d i.b,I I*rkT,~. , \ugus( t~,~79 i*c.,M)~ m.,y ~dl f,r k',,s. 
NOW ON DISP AT YOUR CAL MAZDA DEALER. 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words of" less $2.00 par in. 
sertlon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
car word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
S1.S0 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether rtm or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Mv4t be made before second 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
EOX NUMBERS: 
7,5 cents plckup. 
$1.7S mailed. 
CLASSIFIEO DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per In. 
sortlon. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL end 
TRAHSiENT ADVERTISING: 
~.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
14.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prlor to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER olher thin 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service chlrge of $5.00 on ell 
N.S.F. chaquis. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news sub. 
miffed within one month. $5.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condansetlon. Payable in ed. 
vance .  
CLA5SIFIED AN. 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Blrths 
Engagements 
Merrlagea 
Deaths 
Funerals 
Cards Of Thenl~ 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 63S.&157 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October I, 1971 
Single COpy 20c 
BV Carrier mth 3.00 
BV Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
BV Mall 6 ruth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.oo 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
e;'ltlsh Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
yeer aS.D0 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
Kltlmat & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headlnos and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
Io¢etlon. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" in. 
structlons not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad. 
verflsement will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructions ere 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send orlglnals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ad. 
vertlsements must be received 
by the publisher wlthln 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is agreed bv the edvertiser 
requesting space tha~ the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an 
edverfleement or in the event of 
an error appearlng In the ad. 
verttsement as published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the edvertlslng space occupled 
by the incorrect or omltted Item 
only, end that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columble 
Human Right< ~.~t which 
5.50 prohibits any advertising thet 
5.S0 discriminates "against eny 
S.S0 person because of his race, 
5.$0 rellglon, sex, color, nationality, 
S.50 ancestry or place of origin, or 
5.50 became hls age Is between 44 
S.50 and 65years, unless the cundltlon 
Is lustlfled by a bona nde 
requirement for the work In. 
~olved, 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
De you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635-5636 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. United 
Weight Watchers meeting Church. 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. Mon. 8 p.m. - Alanon I" 
at the Knox United Church Skeena Health Unit. 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. Thurs.or Set. 8:30p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for Kltlmet A.A. Construction 
Women Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
6384318 632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 - 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslffers 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Mon. and Wed. from 3 
• 4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held avery Mon. afternoon 1 
• 2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 41/2 - .5 yrs. 
(pre-klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist w i th  sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
tt3~ltSS~.~'he audiologist 
,wil l ,do:' boarlng tests oh 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
p~.B,,~£)' HAN DI CAP P E O 
At 20.~:4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done hy 
consultant. 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8 a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call B i r thr ight  for an 
.a l ternat ive to abortion. 
Phone 432.41;02 anyt ime, 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
SEPTEMBER: 
Sunday, September 9, 1979. 
12,000 Bingo. 
Tuesday, September lg, 1979. 
Smell Bingo. 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
$2,000 Bingo. 
For more information 
phone: 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4431 Orelg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V0G IM4 
65S.4904 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skesna Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
A support sorvlce for women 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 
635.$145 
Drop in: Monday to Friday 
- -  9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Thursday evenings - -  
7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
Kftlmat General Hospital. 
Al-Anon Msetlngs • Tuesday 
• e p.m. United Church. 
MILLS MEMORIAL.  
' THRIFT SHOP 
MIllS Memoria l  Hospital 
Auxiliary would epprec!ate 
any ~natlons of good, clean 
clot IIJ~lg,:- .i~ny~ household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thr lR~I~ .For pickup 
servlce~.43~:S320 or 635- 
5233, ~e~!  Donations at 
the Thl:Itt~.1~hop on Lazelie 
Avenue '~ o~ Saturdays bet- 
ween 11~.J~:. and 3 p.m. 
Thank ~', you: 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3-4621 Lakelse - 635-3907 
Wednesday 1 p .m. .  3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
anyt ime:  Lisa 635.3164, 
Carol 635.5136. .~. ~: 
Ladles Slim Line Club m~ets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
- -  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
Terrace Litt le Theatre 
welcomes new faces. If you 
are at all Interested In any 
aspect of theatre - -  scene 
pointing, set design, acting, 
costuming, stage make.up, 
I'ghtlng, play reading - -  
we'll be delighted to see you 
at Terrace Little Theatre, 
3625 Kalum St. on Monday,. 
Sept. 10, 1979. 
Business Meeting: 7:30 p.m. 
Rotrsshmente & Social: 0:30 
p.m. (nc.10S) 
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HEALTH Leaving for Vancouver Sept. SKEENA UNIT Ter race  Homemakers  T. GORDON KERR passed TEXAS OIL COMPANY Saturday, Sept. 0 at 10 e.m. 
2-3215 EbySt. Services to have orientation away September 4,19?gaffer urgently needs Individual 4738 Loen Ave. Large 10,1979.Would IIke person to 
Terrace, B.C. course offered In October (no a lengthy Illness. over 40 for protected In. selection from four houses, share gas end expenses on . tr ip.  Phone 635.3172 and charge). Dates to be an- He was born In Rossland, dustrlal sales territory. No (c2.7S] 
nounced. All Interested B. C. August 9, 1905 and relocation. AAA.1 f i rm leave meslege. {p3•7S):, 
persons and prospective moved to Prince Rupert In established since 1933. 
homemakers please call 635. 1908. In April of 1933 he Liberal commissions and 
5135 to register and conf i rm arr ived In Terrace. He. bonus. Opportunity for 
your Interest. (nc-20S) served In the Army during advancement. For personal 
World War II and worked In Interview, write R.C. Tesh GL 1000. Exc. condition. New 
Mil ls Memorial  Hospital Terrace as a commercial Southwestern Petroleum fires. Phone 635-2154 or 635. 16 ft. aluminum boat and 
Aux i l ia ry  THRIFT SHOP eloctrlclan as well as a Corporation, Box 789, Fort 7144. (stf-nc) trallerRellableln40A-1HpcOndltlon.'Johnson 
BAG SALE. All Clothes and consultant o Pohle Lumber Worth, Tx. 76101. (43- 
• accessories In a grocery bag end MacGIIIIs & Gibbs 6,7,10S) 1970 Triumph. Rebuilt, new motorwlthelectrlcstart and 
paint. Best offer over I650 fuel tank. Firm S2500. For 
for $1.00. Sat., Sept. e from 11 Company. For many years Local bank has opening for takes. 638-1241 after 5 pro. more Information call 638-' 
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Lazelle be was a member of Branch branch clerk. Must have (c5-7S) 1413 after S: 30 pm (p5-11S) 
Ave., east of SpeeDee 13 of the Royal Canadian 
Printers, across from Legion. aptitude for figures end 45 171,b ft. K&C glesSCrEft Ioft- 
wpm min imum typing. Harley Oavldson 45 cu. In. top. Deep V hull. 120 OMC 
Manue l ' s  Restaurant .  Mr.  Kerr lssurvlvedbvhls Contact Jane at 635-6391. motor. Rigid frame. Needs Inboard-outboard & trBIler. 
Empty begs appreciated, wife, Blna, sons Art and Stan (cS.12S) work. Asking $350. Ph. 638. 
(nc-7S) and two grandchi ldren, 1493. (pS .11S)  ,SS,000OBO.635-9502. (cS.7S) 
Chris and Pamela, all of Join my creative Circle 
Terrace and one brother, 1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
REGISTRATION: Art, of Whlterock, B.C. team. Our beautiful craft trailer with orwlthout power 
Terrace Figure Skating Club A service will be held et kits are fun to demonstrate winch. Designed to have 25 
will be holding registration. MacKay's Funeral Parlour end easy to sell. Generous ft. boat. Phone 635•4777. 
Sept.7,1979.7p.m.to9p.m. at 2 p.m. on Friday, Sep- commlelion, lnesdpeopleln Sanlul AU.717 amp. Must (ctfn.4-9-79) 
Sept. 0,1979-1p.m. to 4 p.m. tember 7. Creamatlon will the Torrace.Klftmat area. sell. SR.¢18 turntable. Two 
In the Concourse of the follow. Managerpollllonsavellab.le. SP.Xa000 speakers. Large 
Arena. There will also be a In lleu of flowers donatlone Wrlto Lydia Kanla, Wlnlow, quantity of records. Lot 10 
skate exchange, sale of TFS may be made to the B.C. Old B.C. V0G 2J0 (I)6-125) Woodland Heights Trailer 
Cookbooks, club badges, Age Pensioners Association Fully qualified motorcycle Park. (p5.11S] One 197g DS Cat. Double 
skates and sweaters. For Branch 73 Building Fund, and snomoblle mechanic FOrsaIBi 011 furnaceln very angle tilt, all weather Cat 
more Information call 635- Box 605, Terrace. (pl-6S) requlred. Medloal and dental good condition. Wlll heat a cab. Cargo free spool winch 5338. '(nc.TS) 
plan. Exc. working cond. large home. Asking $200. and arch. Contact Tay.fer 
FALL CERAMIC CLASSES Write BOx 1221, c.o Terrace Phone 635.5914. (p3.SS) Logging Ltd., Gee. Del., 
Iskult, B.C. V0J 1K0. (pS- Start Sept. 17, 1979. Please Dally Herald,3212 Kalum St." For Sale: four lOxlsln, fires lOS) 
register now. Address: 4444 . . . .  [c5.115) 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace or WANTED FOR OUR on whlto spoke rims. Fits 
phone 635.9393. (nc-17S) CONSIGNMENTand SALES One stenogrephor. ~500 to ton. 18 hole. First $300takee. 1971 Maseey Ferguson front 
FLOOR start. Apply In person to 300 gal. fuel tank . $150. emdleader.Comeswlthlend 
Furn i tu re ,  app l iances ,  CanedlEn Imperlot Bank of Small tandem axle tralier l'.3cu, yd. bucket and WIdco 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & power tools, hand tools, Commerce and ask for Mr. with lights and lift la'~k . log grapple and chains. 
Bazaar will be held Sat., clean small cars, motor• Barton. (c4.7S) $300. Phone 635•3545. *'~5. Asking S7,500. Phone after 6 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace bikes, boats, motors or any 11S) , , , !~6,~,.1,620."(p10-14S) 
Arena Banquet Rm. from other Items In acceptable Small Logging Contractor to ~' ' ' ~ : '  "* 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc- condltlon, skid, buck and load end haul For Sale:. utility van trailer. 
2N) Terrace Auction Mart  • logs one mile fo mill. Con. Double axle,' 16 f t . '  10~g. ~19~ I -~;~ rAllls-chalmers 
, Corner of Lakelse & Apeley, tact: Tey-fer Logging Ltd., Asking $3500. Phone 638.0227. track loader c.w 1V~ yd. 
Showing presently at the 635.5172. (ctfn.4.9.79) General Del ivery, Isklut, (p5.6S) bucketl;10,500 blade,firm.forks1941 & winch.Loreln 
KltlmatMuseum is "Aquatic B.C. V0J 1K0. (pS.10S) Crane on rubber. 3 & 6 cyl. 
Good eating and cooking GM diesels. 6x24 Crescent 
Exot ic" ,  a prize-winning Immediate openings for apples for sale. PH. 635.2748 planer mllh Phone 635.5.170 
display of sea life of our 
ocean on loan from Victoria. homemakers. Apply at or call In at 4915 McDeek. or 635.7950 after 6 pm. (pS- 
Boaters, fishermen, outdoor Swlngtlme Nswl Ter race  Homemakers  (p2-75) 12S) 
people and folks interested In Dances, ads, for swingers In Services. 4/11 Lazelle Ave. Yamaha C'A.1000 Amp and 
our nature and its pleasing B.C. Est. 1969. $4.00 current Please call 635-5135. Ap. Yamaha HPI headphones. 
end esthetlcal aspect should issue or free detelis. C.Y. pllcanto must be mature, Dual 1219 turntable, Pioneer 
not miss this exhibit during Club P.O. Box 2410 New rel iable, t rustworthy and 
A'0gust.and Sept.. ~ff~t~lnst.er,~B. c. V~3L.$~.: have a~pl.pe.~lng.wsonellty. 8 track - recorder, Pioneer 
MO'seOm hobrs~ 12":'5~except (~7S)  --  .......... -*, :. :,-:~:::;: Job related Skill;: -~ valuable tuner, ":~/JBI~: .~Ceh~'y t"l.~rge?~ bdrm. home w.,h -speakers, 300 to 400"records. ' ; f~¢e¢- l~ck yard and ~ar.  
Sundays. (nc.28S) COLLIER EXCAVATING asset. (c10-11S) and tapes. Phone $42•$922. port In central area. Closoto 
Part time help required for (p5-7S) schools & downtown. CoUplE 
with small family preferred. 
A 10 week dog obedience Backhoe Work egg grading plant. Starting 2 snow machines. Very good Unfurnished. References 
course for beginners will be wage Is $3.85 per hr. Must condition. 400 cc Polaris 300 requlred.635-3313after6pm. 
heldcommenclng Sept.9at 2 Phone 635•5340after 6. (am- have own transportat ion, cc Sklrole with a double (c3-7S) 
p.m. at Thornhlll Comm. 10-00-79) Phone 638.1706 after 6 p.m. Inside t ra i ler  with 13" 
Center. Experienced hen. (c5-115) wheels. (p5-11S) 
dlers will be conducting the FILTER QUEEN 
course with proceeds to go to 
the Skeena Guides and sales and service Meals on Wheels Services For Sale: truck canopy, 3 
.camper lacks, 1 camper I IMWJ l I l l J l I J lB~ • Brownies. For further In- , require volu0tellr¢~lr~w~., cushion, 1 snow skimmer, ! 
formation please cal~. Chris , L~ . .~ '~.p~'~, ,  Anyone Int~11~ted please ~ i~h~r  ~klndoW"T~"~l~ ~'.
at 635-2750 or Naida 41,~635. Terrace " call Homemakers Servloes Mens size 10 ski boots. Mons 
6724. (flo7S) 635•7249 at 635•5135. (nc.13S) size 8 Bauer Supreme hockey 
(8m-4.07-79) 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea SCOTIA BANK has openlngs skates. Phone 635.6055 after 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 - -  GEMINI EXCAVATING for Credit•Management 4:,30 (pS-11S] Retirement or recreational 
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 LTD. Trainees and for Consumer Creosote tlmbors, enough to home on Vancouver lelafld 
Munroe St. (nc.10N) (Wee Andrews) Credit L,'fflcerg. For further belld wall and roof structure near Bowler. ~/~ acre ocean 
BockhoeWork InformBtlon pleaso cell the for 5000 sq. ft. shop. Cedar view lot, fully landscaped. 5 
Hourly & Contract Manager, Scotia Bank, building logs for up to 1500 yr. old house, 1750 Iq. ft. 
Terrace Five Pin Bowling 638.3479 anytime Terrace, B.C. at 635•2261. living space. 2 bathrooms, g 
Association annual fall (am-6.6•79) (aS-4S) sq. ft. house. Phone 635•5370 fireplaces, 3 bdrms., w.w 
meeting. Elks Hall - -  Sun., or 635-7950 after 6 pm (pS. carpeting, carport and 
Sept. 9 - 8 p.m. All bowlers INSISTON 12S) outbuildings. Mild cllmsto, 
please attend. (nc-7S) THE BEST good fishing. Price $55,000. 
(nc-24U) For more Information call 
TheAngllcan Church Bazaar Concrete septic tanks In 635.7915 after 6. (c5•7S) 
Year of the Child will be held Sat. Nov. 24, stock. Get relief with a Contractor avai lable for 
BANQUET 1979. (nc-23N) concrete Investment. small remodell ing Bad Urgently wanted to buy. A Small 3 bdrm. house on 
& DANCE construction lobs. PhmR 635- female Pekinese puppy. Ph. 7Sx2O0 lot. Greenhouse, 
Sept. 22 - Manuel's Banquet 3261. (cS.12S) 635-5543. (p3-7S) cedar root cellar end ltoel 
Rm. In aid of Terrace Child CANADIAN CANCER storage shed. Orllled well. 
Development Centre. SOCIETY Cooktalls, Refreshments - 7 An organizational meeting BACKHOE To give away: a beautiful 4 For more Information or 
p.m, Dinner 8 p.m. will be held for all those FOR month old female klffen, appointment to view plea. 
Interested In volunteering HIRE Grey and white, well trained phone 635.7410. (c20.50) 
their time. Phone 635.6454 or 63.96757. and sffectlenate. Also comes Spec ia l ty  Seafood  
Smorgasbord. Danclng to Locat lon  : Nor thwest  Lo~t ' 6t'a~g e 6i'~I black (ctfn'~$4"09"79) wlth 2 weeks food and kltty 1974 three bdrm. Knight 
, • lifter Utenslls.Call Ed at 633. modular home sltusted on 
fol low- Jim Ryan s Dance Cemmunlty College small  ~baCkl~aCk. Odntentl: Will do bebyllftlng In my ~117, ~ (nc.ltf) Band. acre landscaped lot on 
$15 Single ~ $30 Couple Date: September 10 $|a~.~ortH" ~0f ;~ pl4:turee, home. Referoncal available. Copperslde SulxllvlsIon. Has 
Time: 7:30 p.m. : :  ,lewelh~ry;:$~'0 "r'eward of• To reserve a table call 63G- Place: Room 103 (nc.10S) c ,~ • feted ~)lus you can keep the 
4216. (nc-21S) ii!i lewellery.'Also contains a 
Women's Night Out presents Gymnastics registration four ~:~fj~l~J~,;~i~'~/b.y Arden 
"A  Look at Nutr i t ion" .  Saturday  morn ing  j~;~, ,  ~l'fa~, fish, lava, more of water frontsge. Send 3014. (p10.13S) 
recreational program will be ~ le f le rs . :Phone  after S 
held on Sept. 8 from 1 to 4 p~ .w~' f~5672~ and ask for 
Phone 635-7451. (pS-6S) vegetab le  garden ,  
greenhouse, smokehouse & 
shed. Excellent condlflo,:~. 
200 plus acres with mile or Please call after .5 p.m. ~ 
Speakers from Northern . details to Charles Cerruesl, 
DeLights end Skeena Health For Rent: 120'x80' serviced Box 101, Noble, Ont. P0G 3 Ixlrm. home for sale on 
Unit. Thurs., Sept. 6 at 7:30 Inthe Skeena Mall. Fees a~e ,;,~ean,~ (pl.6S) lot for a mobile home. 1G0. (c20-20) large lot 70x210. For more 
p.m. 4711 Lazelle Ave. 635- $10 per child for Sept..De¢ . . . . .  Fenced on Copper River Information please call 638- 
5145. (nc-6S) session. Ages 4 to 15 are .One gold carrlng lost Friday Road In Copperslde Estates. WANTED TO PURCHASE 8141 and ask for Rene or 
welcome. Registration is night downtown. Circle on Reasonable rent. Phone 845. (BCRIC) B.C. Resources lesve message. (ctfn.S-9.79) 
O.O.R.P. llmlted, so please register stud. Sentimental value. 7567. (c4•10S) Investment Corporation 
Annual early. (nc-7S) Reward offered. Ph. 638. Iheres. Please phone 635- ForBale: 1056sq.ft. 3bdrm. 
FALL BAZAAR 8396. (p5-12S) 4226- Apt. 105 Cedar Grove, house on 1/2 acre of lend In 
& TEA 45,10 Scoff Ave. (c20-7S) Thornhlll. Partially flnllhed 
November 17, 1979 basement  w.edd l t lone l  
(nc-16N) bedroom. Large sundeek & 
He Is gone but not forgotten USED carport. Ph. 635-3295 for 
appointment to view. (p3- The Pacific Northwest Music And, as dawns another year, OPPORTUNITY ORGAN SPECIALS SPOT CASH 7S) 
Come In and see our selec. Festival's first meeting for In our lonely hours of Apartment In Terrace tlon at TIIIIcum Keybearde, Buy •sell •Trade 
thefall wll ltake lace at 8:30 thinking, requires a Building 4722 Lakelse Ave. or ph. 638. 
p.m. on Sept. 11 at 4741 Loon Thoughts of him are always Superintendent Manager to 11463. (c5.10S) 
look after the operations end Ave., Terrace. All persons near. We buy gold rings and 
Interested In attending will Days of sadness will come malntenanceofa new21 unit lewellery. T.V.'s working 
be more than welcome, znr. or not working. o'er us. apar tment .  Apar tment  WANTF-O 
The Baha'Is of Terrace are Many think the wound Is rentals commence ap. TO RENT 
having a picnic meeting at healed, proximately Nov. I, 19790nd Gunsmlthlng 2 or 3 bdrm. houle wlth 
Kleanza Creek Park on But little know the sorrow the person must be avallabla Qualltyworkguaranteed basement end f ireplace 
Sunday, Sept. 9 at 1 p.m. That lies In the heart con- for Inquiries no later than One let of bunk bed5 - $100 Cash paid for anything of preferred. Must be clean 
Phone 638.1319. (nc-7S) cabled. Sept. 30, 1979. Ideal op. FIRM. Ph.635-Sd67. (c3.10S) value, wlth l or 2 steps to front door. 
In loving memory ot our portunlty for retired person Call A.F. Williams at ~1- 
The Annual Meeting of the son and brother, Roy Rich. or keen moonllghtor. Apply QUEENSWAY 4191 collect. (c20-25S) 
Terrace and Distr ict mond Munson, who passed in writing to: FORSALE TRADING 
'1 
Christian Council for Social away so suddenly September Lakeiea Development Ltd. 30" eledrlc stove; Rotlulers House with gsregs required 
Resources will be held at 2, 1913. 4711LoenAve. and broi ler.  Like new. 321S IOIlum St. eesoonasposslblsbycoupla 
Knox United Church, Always remembered by Terrace, B.C. Pleeea call Ph.631-1613 with no children or Isefe. 
Thursdey, September 20 at Mother, Dad and Family. V8G lZ6 7tN1.2435 (Mfn.S-9-79) Roterencel eVBIleble. Phone 
7:30p.m. (nc-20S) (pl-6S) (c$-12S) (n¢.sff) 6~!803. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
WANTED DONATIONS Monday. Step Meetings. 0:30 
The Three Rivers Workshop p.m. Lutheran Church. CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
for the Handlcepped are Wednesdays . Closed. held Oct. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
looking for donations of any Meetings 8:30 p.m. United p.m.at Verltas School Gym. 
The Herald, ThurK~y, September 6, 1979, Pass 9 
Wanted to rant by o single 1969 Plymouth Fury III 4dr.' 
• working men - hou~, ~reltsr 
or apartment. Phone after 8 
p.m. 63&1091. (cA.gs) 
We ere a young reepmslbla 
family of 4ek ing  to rent • 3 
Ixlrm. home In town by Nov. 
! L Please carl 680-1039 or 635- 
4694 anytime. (p10-143) 
WAHTED 
A home for me end my 
horse. Willing to help you 
plus pay room & board 
Terraca.KItlmat area. For 
further Informatton: 
&12.~1T; 
(c1~!8S) 
1974 Dodge 1 ton. Adve~nture 
' hardtop. Further In. clubcab. Completely rebuilt" 
forr0atlon call 43A.7044. (cA. 4 spd•, 400 motor, 2,000 miles 
6S) on rebuilt motor, new clutch 
• end pressure pipe. Phone 
1962 Ford Falcon 2 dr. HT, " after 3 pm 638.1241. (c5.73) 
auto, runs well. Flrot $2~) 
tekea It. Phone 638.1916 or 
view et ~ Corl~u, Cop~ 
perslde Estates. (cA.7S) 
19T/ Honda Civic for sale. 
Fairly good condition. Good 
rubber. Open to best offer. 
phone 635-3802. (pA.7S) 
1972 Datsun St. W. Summer 
& winter tires. AM-FM 
rediD. Phons 635-5749. (p6. 
7S) 
For Sole: 1969 Chevelle. 
Goudyear tires on CDN rims. 
New shocks & clutch. I1 and 
1 pistons. 650 Halley carb. 
For Rent: 900 eq. ft. on 2rid Many more extras. Call 638- 
floor. Air conditioned. 1427 or 63A.3500. (p10-13S) 
Located at 4623 Lakelw Ave. 
phons 635.2.5.52. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
O(flco apace for rent - -  900 
sq. ft. of air conditioned 
main floor office space. 
Separate street level on. 
trance. Four yr. old building. 
Exc. downtown location, off 
street parking. Ph Mrs. 1974 Datsun 710. 4 new tlrso 
S~mpson 43A.6895 0 am.4:30 (winter) and 3 spares. A.1 
pro. (cffn4.9.79) shape. $1,200 aBe. Can be 
et 3~7 PaquettB Ave. or 
Warehouse or manufac- phone 633-9476. (p5-7S) 
hJrln0 space avalleble Im. 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
Downtown location. Phone 
635-7840. (cffn.4.9.79) 
1 ocre corner lot on 
pavement. Close to schools. 
With 2 bdrm. house and shop 
I:dUS 4 rental units. 2 bIs 
gardens end lawn. Mostly ell 
fornlshed. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635.3691 anytime offer 
Spa (p10-14SI . . .  
S acre farmette Ip town• 
Ideal for horse Iover~. Barn, 
paddock, rl.q!ng, ring, 
posture. 2 Mr're. bsaemsnt 
home. Ideal holdlns 
property. Phone 631.5480 for 
appointment to view. (c29- 
lOS) 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres tn Tppley, B.C., 1 
mils off Hwy. 16. LIshtl~ 
treed. 10 mltss from 
Houston.. ,3 miles .from 
Sunset Lake. Power, Wetsr 
md 5 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
k61,S00. For more In. 
I~'metlon contect: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 140 
TOpley, B.C. 
or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
LtS.,ltTS 
(nc.sff) 
b0oklng for an exclusive 
distributor (business or 
Individual) to merchandise a 
hlSh quality reputable, built 
In vacuum system -- for new 
or  exlatlns hOmSl, offices, 
business etc. In 11111 area. 
Excel lent returns on 
minimum investments. 
Company representative will 
be conducting Interviews the 
week of Sept. 10. For further 
Into write or phone Beam of 
B.C. 109.20560 No. 10 Bypass, 
Langtsy, B.C. V3A 6K8. (604) 
S3&233S. (e3-7S) 
Plant, gifts & craft store 
located In downtown shop- 
ping centre In Prince 
Rupert. Good family 
b~lnese with exc. future 
potential. Apply In wrltlns: 
. SO0 West 2nd Ave., 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V0J 3T6. 
fe10-2GSI 
1971 Chow Nova for eels. In 
good running cond. Ph 635- 
,1245. (C~TS) 
1969 Cortlna $100. al  II. Ph 
~2.3~0. (CA.11S) 
'67 Beaumont. Needs some 
work but have parts. Bast 
offer. Also one harvest gold 
frldga In exc. cond. Ph 635- 
so.. (c~TS) 
For Sale: 1975 Pontiac 
Venture, $1,000 miles. 11(100. 
Ph 631.1384. (93.73) 
1970 2~r, Da~un 4 epd. 1250 
FIRM. Phone IklS-2134 or 63.1. 
~144. Ask for Mike. (cffn.sff) 
'74 Laguna. Good condition. 
Asking LI,SO0 abe. Phone 
68A.|iklil. ASk for Mike. (pl0- 
as) 
1WS H~de Civic HatChbeck 
In Immaculate condition and 
loaded with axtru. AM.FM 
rMIo, 0 track, roof rick, roof 
console clock radtsl fires. 
Plum Plusil Get excellent 
I l l  mlleege, Phone after S 
pm 6,10-144~. (pS-7$) 
Fishermen in th(,' money 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  For 
an Industry beset with 
conflicis Bnd uncertainties, 
British Columbia's com- 
STAND martini fishery never had it 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS so good. Higher prices are oom- 
Sealed t.nders for the peneating for generally 
followlns Stand tending lower catches and the in- 
contract(s) will be received (kwtry Bppears on its way to 
'Must Sell: Diplomat 12)(68 by the Regional Manager, another ]record return this 
Ministry of Forests, Prince year, toppin~ le t  year'B 
mobile home. Furnished or Rupert, B.C. on the delos I~=0.6 mulleD. 
unfurnished. Many exh'ee, shown below. ' High point was the e~x- 
COn be seen by appointment Contract ST 1031.1.1 CR weal(herring season, always 
only. Ph ~15.2693 after S pro. located 6Mile Creek, Ranger 
(95.12S) Dlelrlct KltwBnge, Number 
of hectares 5.1. 
1966 3 BR Nashu trailer Vlewlns date sept.11,1979, 
12)(61. 5x40 finished low lesvlns Ranger Station at 9 
shack (heated). Asklns a.m. 
$7500. Ph 635-5261 for ap- NOTE: Viewing of the 
pelnlment to view. (p5.13S). stand tendlns elte prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
1972 12x62 Ambassador 2 contract Is mandatory. 
bdrm. mobile home. in Deadline for receipt of. 
excollsnt shape, phone 638- tenders is 1:30 p.m. Sept. 19, 
3968. (cA.7S) 1979. 
For Sale: 1968 Dodge 
Charger. Phons after 7 pm 13x68 Atco Expando trailer 
635.2146. (cA.6S) for sale. Furnished with 
washer, dryer, frldge, stove, 
1970 Triumph. Rebu!lt. New dishwasher, freezer. Asking 
palM. Bast offer takes. 638- $14,500. Phone 635.6780 or 
1241 after 5 pm. (c5.7S) 635.2211, ask for local 2M, 
Doris Smith. (plA.TSI 
For Sale;. 12x56 ft. Knlght 
traller on large lot, 115xlso 
ft. For further Information 
please call 635.5596. (p20- 
19S) 
Tenders must be sub- 
mitred on the form end In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with parilculars, moy be 
obtained from the Forest 
Renger(s) Indicated or from 
the Regional Menager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. • 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necasserlly be ac- 
cepted. 
This call for tender Is 
under 1he terms of the 
Canada British Columbia 
u money-spinner for B.C. 
fishermen, but this year an 
outright bonanza. 
The Japanese taste for 
bsrrin~ roe netted fishermen 
1130 million this year on a 
mediocre catch of 42,807 
tons. Last year's haul of 
69,669 tons saw a return of 
only ~51 million, 
Federa l  f i sher ies  
department fl~ures show 
that the average gross take 
d each vessel that took part 
in the 8rcat herring hunt was 
i275,000. One boat reaped a 
record $1.6 million worth of 
herring in one sweep of its 
nots. 
Herring may be worth its 
weight in yen, but salmon is 
undisputed king and that 
fishery's reliable return 
makes it the foundation of 
th~ B.C, industry. 
Fredietione of an off.year 
for salmon have not resulted 
in a sedans drop in catebes. 
The run of spring salmon For Sale: 1973 2 bdrm. 
was dobn two million pounds 
from l~t year at 4,S million 
pounds and the sockeye 
catch at 14 million pounds is 
seven million off from last 
Sea6(21. 
However, the cobe catch in 
up by two million pom~ at 
11.1 million and a good run of 
pink salmon on the Fraser 
River has resulted in a haul 
so for of 15 million pounds, 
up from 0.4 million a y~ar 
ag1~'lu~ been a good year, 
but net everyone ishappy. In 
rt because of the in- 
try's honlth, arguments 
are being waged on eav~al 
fronts over how the acuon 
should be divided. 
The federal and provincial 
governments, meanwhile, 
are deciding how much 
action there Will be to be~in 
with, 
The industry now is 
atudying a federal report 
prepared by Dr. SoiSinclair 
of the University of 
Manitoba which recom- 
monde that a new lieaming 
System be established for 
Canada's coastal ~haries. 
Sinclair arlues that he in. 
dustry cannot afford to 
continue to offer open, 
unlimited aeceas and that a 
comprehensive is needed to 
insure prol~ management. 
The Sinclair eport recom- 
mends that the issuing and 
transferral of fishing 
lieances be restricted and 
that fee and royalty struo- 
lures be revised, 
The B,C. government Is
movin~ alung the same lines, 
On June. 29, the province 
clamped a mortorinm on the 
tsauing of new licenees while 
a review was made of 
liecmin~ and pulley devised 
on foreign control aud 
financing in the indusl~j. 
Currently there are 8,~o 
fishing boats on the B.C. 
coast and about 15,000 
personal commercial f l~  
liconcon issued annually. 
Within the industry, the 
owners of seiners are calling 
for government action to 
restrict the activtlties of 
81~nettcrn In the herring 
fishery, complainin8 that 
their share has fallm from 90 
per cent o 55 per cent in the 
last eight or nine years. 
The processors, mean- 
while, are voicing concern 
over inc~easln~ Japanese 
Involvement in the industry, 
both in the form of direct, 
love.truant in fish pinnin and 
in out.bidding Canadian 
operators on the fishing 
grounds, 
Other disputes are inter- 
rational in scope, 
Mcat. rece~ily, there has 
been an exchange of 
diplomatic protests over 
Can~de'a en~t  and seizure 
of lg U.S. tuna boats w]d~ 
followed their quarry into 
Canadian waters. 
Tuna don't often ~nture 
tlds far north, so the iuue is 
net of ,~edeuns stealing 
Canedis~' catel~e. Rather. 
it amtras on the United 
States' re~tmal to recognize 
Canada's ~0-mlie limlt as it 
applies to mliratsry fish 
suchu tuna, 
Over-ftshln8 of shared 
fl~hina |p~unde hac also 
caused friction be, woos the 
two countries this seas~. 
ALaskan fishermen ex- 
coeded tJ~ek Imlibut quota by 
more than • million pounds, 
womptiug the International 
Padfle Halibut Commiasinn 
to chop ~00,(~0 pounds from 
the Canadian quota. 
B.C. fishermen are 
demanding a full quota in 
19eo and an egt~a measure to 
make up for what they bi t  
year. 
REGiUNAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
THORNHILL,WATER SUPPLY 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tender addressed to the effentlon of Mr. R.H..L,~Oy~, 
Pro Kt Maneger, end merked "Thornh. IIWahl.. S~pply w.lll 
be recelYed el the Prince Oeorel office ol, ml ConluIln~ 
• Englnlor .until 2:00p.m., IO¢11 tlmlOfl 2S, September, 11~. mobile home 12x54 Includes I n t e n s I v • F o r • s t 
8x14 Ioey shack. All ep- Manesement Agreement. 
1974 Datsun PU with canopy, pllencex. 310,000 firm. Phone (lS-10S) 
radio, tape deck & heavy 63~27T/after 4 pm for ap. j 
duty bumper. Well main. polntmenttovlew. (pig.lOS) BRITISH COLUMBIA 
talned $1900. 1972 Chev HYDROAND 
Belolre $700. Canopy. 635. For Salei 1978 14x70 Maned POWER AUTHORITY 
9047. (pA.6S) mobile home, unfurnished, Invites tenders for supply of 
set up and skirted In local .lenltortsl Services- Kltlmat 
1971 International Scout with trailer park. Phone 635-9736. Olstrlct Ufflce and 
hydraulic system end snow (ctfn.4.9-79) Unsroom. 
blade. Askins 13200. Nee Reference No. Q9.3833 
1971Toyota Corona Mark II 4 1974 12x68 Deluxs Diplomat Ctoslns Date: 3 October 1979 
doo~'....Good tend. $1,100. Ph mobile home. Will sell un. Sealed tenders clearly 
6~t~i3. (p3.10S) furnished. 2 bdrm., built In marked as shove.references 
china cabinet, raised living 
For Sale: '73 Toyota pickup, re, with Imitation fireplace will be received In Room 
1026, B.C. Hydro and Power 
,Runs good, cheap. Phone let up and skirted In Pine Authority Bulldlns, 970 
635.4247 ovonlnss. (p5.i3S) ; Park. To vlow phone638.8429 Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
eftsr6or635-321OdayL (c7. B.C. V6ZlY3untll lhg0AM 
For Sale: 1973 GMCV~ ton 12S) local time, 3 Uctobe¢ 1979. 
P.U. 6 cylinder. Standard. 
Exc. cond. Ph 635.7996. (95- 
12S) 
1976 GMC High Sierra 25 
wlth PS, PB, auto, air II (~  
conditioning. Also with 8 foot 
Kit camper, Exc. tend. 
Asking U,000. phone Joe 
days 635.7181 or evenings 
63,~!1. (p~10S) , ..... ~. 
1978 High Sierra P.U. One 
owner. Exc. shape. $6,500 
Firm. Ph. 635.7084 or visw at 
4726 Park Ave. (p6.13S) 
1973 Suburban GMC ~/= ton 
with optional 9 passenger 
seat, 350 VO, PB, PS, AT. 
Details may be obtained 
from the office of the pur- 
cheeins agent, 10th Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van- 
i couver, B.C. V6Z IY3, 
Pmvlncoo( Mnn,stryo! telephone 663.2577 and 663. 
e~,,~c~.~, ~o,,,, 2560. (a1-5S) 
STAND 
• ..., TEND.IH.O 
Sealed te~nde,.s for  the For Sale: 1975 VW mini 
following stand tending motorhome• Fullyequlpped. 
contract(s) will be received Excellent condition. Would 
by the Regional Manager, consider small car as part 
Ministry of Forests, Prince payment. Phone 635-7042 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates after 6 pro. (cA.6S) 
shown below. 
Contract ST 1031.9-5 JS & 
Clean and In very good CR Located' Usk Ranger 
cond., even some rust. $3500 District Terrace Number of 
OBO. Ph 632.3829. (p3-10S) hectares 6.7 Viewing date 
• ~d~b(~P~lO, 1979, leaving 
1977 • Ford F150 'Ranger. :~RShger"'~dMdR"st 9 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the Light green with white 
canopy. 400 cu. in. motor, 
auto trans., 35,000 ml. Air 
conditioning and carpeting. 
Michelin steel belted redlals, 
PS, PB, trailer hitch and 
wiring, dual tanks. $.5,750. 
phone 635.2222 and oak for 
Cliff. (p3.7S) 
For Sale: 1977 Ford =A ton 
4)(4 In excellent shape. Auto, 
PS, PB. phone 638.0,L42. (p5. 
12S) 
1965 Chev 3 ton flatdeck, new 
327 motor - $4500. Phone 635. 
6370 or 6,15.7950 after 6 pro. 
(p&12S) 
stand tending site prior to 
submlfflng a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 1:30 p.m• Sept. 18, 
1979. 
Tenders must be sub- 
mitred on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(S) Indlcated.~ or 
from the Reglonel Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. (a4-7S) 
21 foot winterized travel 
trailer. 2 years old. Exc 
cond• Ph 635.3456• (pl0.19S) 
10Vz ft. camper In good 
coodltfbh. Features Include 
propane stove w.oven, 
propane frldge, propane 
turnaca, sleeps four and has 
toilet. Asking 52500. For 
more Informetton call 638. 
1413 after 5:30 pro. (p5-11S) 
For Sale: 1977 31 ft. 
Wilderness travel trailer. 
$9,000. View at Reel Inn 
Nk)tel, Hwy• 16 W. Last 
trailer on left. (ctfn.5.9.79) 
For Sale: 1975 Jayco tent 
trailer with canopy. View at 
4718 Lcan. (c3.7S) 
,,o*~. 0, "*"'~"' °' Ii DIVORCE 
For Salt 1977 Dodge Club (~ ,,,,,hCo~, ~. , , t ,  Q~.!CK.~NEXPENSIVE 
We~.~r~ your divorce cab 4x4. 77,000 kllom~ers; ~A 
ton. ph 638-8443. (¢2610) STAND fas~0 ' re  Information 
1975 GM(~" Cus~mlzlK[i~¥; n. TENDING -~.~,~_,.~;' . . . . . .  .. .. CO TRACTS call. Self-Counsel Services, 
P.S., P.B., lots ~f exh~as, the ~lev~ office of Jack  D. 
Must be mn to be sP- L "Sealed tsnd~ for the Jam'es,: ~A.B.A., LL.B,toll 
proclated. Phone 6.~.2134'or following ':stand tending frce.~112-0'00.663.3035 ' (in 
635.7144. Custom Interior end contrectts) will' be received Vanc()uver area call 986. 
exterior paint lob. Ask for .by the Regional Manaser, 3366). (a~o.Th) i  .: ~.~ 
Mike. (nc-stf) Ministry of Forests, Prince Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below,. 
1, Contract STI031.1O-23JS 
Located Pontoon Creek 
Ranger District Terrace Hay for sale: In storage. Top 
Number of hectares 42 quality. Alfalfa, brome, 
Viewing date September 7ttl, timothy mix. Gov't tested. 
1979, lesvlng Ranger Station Average protein 10 percent. 
Ph Dick Redmen at 8~5.52e0. at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the (c10-195) 
stand tending elte prlor to ================================================= 
submitting a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. D yx g ; "u - 'n  
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. Sept. 
14th, 1979. Selling? Tenders must be aub. 
mlHedon the form and In the 
ifieds 
Phone 
635-6357 
1974 Datsun p.u. with 
canopy, radio, tape deck & 
heavy duty bumper. Well 
melntained - S1900. 1968 Chev 
Belelre • STO0. Canopy for 
long box Import ruck - 1150. 
Call 635.2243 days and 635. 
4385 evenings. (p~S) 
moNr, mum, PS, PB, tilt envelopes supplied which, U ~ e  
steering, camper special, with particulars,• may be 
Plus extra H.D. lprlr~ll and obtained from the Forest 
chocks. Excellent running Ranser(el Indicated, or Class i  
condition. Phone 635.330o r from the Regional Manaser, 
635-6710. (p5-7S) Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
197S GMC behy dual PU. The lowest or any tender 
Low gas mileage. Camper will not necessarily be ac- 
epaclel, 1978 Nomed Sth caned. 
wheel travel triller, 52'. This call for tender le 
Winterized. In good con- onde~ /he terms of the 
dltlon. Send Inqulriesto Box CanBda British Columbia 
1~t0, C.O Dally Herald, 3212 In tens ive  Fores t  
Kalum St,, TErrace, 6.C. Management Agreement. 
V0G 4B4. (pA.TS) (a6-gS) 
1975 Ford F250 4x4 350 VS. 
PS, PB complete with 
canopy, 23 channel 0 track 
tope player. Eveninga please 
call 63A.7517. (ctfn.&9-79) 
19/5 GMr. ~ ton PU, 
. • • • . . . .  , . , . s . s . .• . . ' , '  , ' . ' • ' , ' , ' , ' , ' , ' , "  " . : s . , . , . ,~  .:.:.:.:;:.:.:.:.................,.,.......,.......,., . ..  
McKee appointed 
to settle dispute 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Labor 
Minister Allan Williams 
Wednesday appointed Clive 
McKee to serve as a one-man 
industrial inquiry com- 
mission to find an end to a 
contract dispute between the 
British Columbia Ferry 
Carp. and its 2,600 em- 
ployees. 
Spokesmen for the Crown 
coq)oration and the B.C. 
Ferry and Marine Workers 
Union said they reluctantly 
earned to accept an in- 
dustriai inquiry con~mission 
and Williams said he ex- 
pected a quick and amicable 
settlemenL 
McKee has 14 days to work 
out an agreement. If he b 
unsuccessful, the govern- 
meat could impmea 90-day 
cooliugoff period and binding 
arbitration to keep the 
ferries running. 
Earlier, the onion had re-. 
quested that mediator4~red 
Geddea ~port out of the 
talks. It will be in a legal 
position to strike as soon as 
Geddes' report is recieved 
by Williams. 
Unlike the appointment of
a meStor, the appointment 
of a commtsaion does not 
l]revent strike action and the 
union could set up picket 
lines today. 
Union president Shirley 
Mathieson said the executive 
has not made a decison on 
strike action. 
"However, that doesn't 
preclude spontaneous action 
by the members as has 
already haFl~ned•" 
Matldeson eald she hoped 
workers would not take any 
uanuthori~ed action but 
"some of the memben are 
getting a little bit restless•" 
Williams, Geddea and 
negotiators f~" beth aides 
met in marathon session 
Tuesday but failed to reach 
an qKeement. 
The union served strike 
notice Aug. 22 but was 
unable to strike legally while 
the mediator was involved. 
Major obstacles toa settle- 
meat include wages, sick- 
leave benefits and the use of 
casual abor. The last con- 
tact  expired July 51. 
ROCKET CRABHED 
NEW DELHI  (CP) - -  
India's firat h0me-made 
rocket designed to put a 
satellite into orbit crashed 
recently into the Indian 
Ocean during a test flight. A 
spokesman for the Indian 
Armed Forces said ,the 
rocket flew for 15 minu~s 
after its inunehlng from 
5riharikott~ Space Research 
Centre in southern India• 
Plane, Specification end Tender Forms maybe obtained I~. 
Bona Fide Blddorl Only from me Prince Q4orge office of 
S'tlmley Auo¢leta Englne~lrlng LM:, On 4, septemlw, IW9; 
deposit of e certified cneque In me eme~t of .one nunarse 
(el00.00) dollars per set. Such deposit shel! N rgrurn~. _uPon 
submlulon of e bona fide Tender, or upon me return ~. P,:lns 
and Speclflcltlonl InO(xxl cmldlllen,.wlthln...one..~llX D.n'or m.e 
opening of Tanderl. All Pl._lnl. ino 5paclflcarlonl mulY oil 
mlumed to the Conlultlng EnglnserL 
Plane end SpeclflcltlOnl will be lodged with the Prince 
Genie, Vancouver lad Terrlca ¢onltructlon Alioc It onl. 
The work to be uflderflken I cludes the following: 
Contract 1 
water Distribution Mains epprox. M97 metres 
Water Service Connections el~rox• 1749 metres 
Water Distribution Malnl Approx. 15,Wl metres 
~,,rvlce ConnectlOnl Approx. M43 metres 
One (I) Pumphouse 
Contre¢t I 
ReMrvolr 2,27 million Iltra 
Each tender mul l  13o ic¢ompenled by i bid 1o0110 In the lmount 
of 10 percent (10 percent) of the Tender Amount, or certified 
cheque for 10 percent (ten percent) of the Tender Amount plus 
e consent of Surety. 
An on site moating will be held, Sterling It 2:00 p.m. local time 
on II, September, 1979, at Terrace where I~ne flue tonclorers 
will be able to observe soil t i t  pits on the site In lOCations 
betormlned by the En01nesr. 
' The Ownlf reserves the right O rllect: eny.or~sll .le~lqr~ IE..t~', 
accept he Tender"dJemKrmo|t fi~o0rlole In the Iwesr of 
the Ovmer. 
@ ~dey 
STANLEY ,t.~KXIATL~ [Nf, IN[[RING LTD, 
No. 412, 1481 - 4th A~.,enUl 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L. 4Y2 
Mr. R,H. Lloyd, PrOllct Manager 
Mr. R• Mircalllh, Pllnnor 
Regional District Of Kltlmat-Stlklne 
9 • 4644 Llzelll Avenue 
. . . .  ~ Terrace, B.C. 
VIG 1S6 
Career 
Opportunities 
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COPY 
TYPIST 
This io o permanent full time 
position. Fast and aoeurate 
is a aeoesolty. Please 
phons for an appointment and 
typln| toot. 
; erald 
636-6367 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Eurocan Pulp end Paper Company Limited 
Kltlmat Logging Division has an opening for a 
HEAVY DUTY MEONANIO 
Applicants must be fully experienced In malntonacca 
of logging and road construction equipment. Direct 
InqulrlN to: 
EUROCAN 
PULP  & PAPER CO. LTC 
Kitlmlt Logging Division 
Box 1400 
Kltlmet, II.C. 
VIC 2HI 
Affn: D. Krus 
Phone 132-1191 
Northwest 
Community 
Colkte, 
VACANCY 
CLERK III- 
BOOKSTORE 
Northwest Community College ham an Is. 
mediate opening for a Clerk I II for the operation 
of the College Bookstore. 
Previous retail and.or bookstore experience 
would be In asset. 
1he eblllty to handle ca|h, type 50 words per 
minute end to deal with the puldlc, Is required. 
k i s ry .  31,109.00 (197g.79 rate) per month. 
Ptsm reply In confidence to Mr. K.T. Nelson, 
Ac¢ountant.Anelyat, Northwest Community 
Colisga. 
Application forms are evlllsblo et the College or 
Canada Manpewor. 
. i i i I i  
P i le  I | ,  IrJlll H l r l l c l ,  ThurIday, September 6, 1979 
She Yearns For 
Busted Romance 
• By Ab iga i l  Van  Buren 
1979 by Chicago Tr,bune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I am 64 years old. I have always been a 
fairly attractive woman, and have had my opportunities to
marry, but I never did because I was embarrassed over hav- 
ing such a small bosom. 
I am going with a man who wants to mar~:y me and I want 
to know if I'm too old to have an operation to enlarge my 
bust. Have you ever heard of a woman having this kind of 
surgery in her 60s? (P.S. If I decide to go ahead with it, could 
my husband tell the difference between me and the real 
thing?) 
CONSIDERING IT 
DEAR CONSIDERING: My medical consultants inform 
me that when women in their 60s have that kind of surgery, 
most of them regret having waited so long. 
If you decide to go ahead with it, consult aboard Certified 
plastic surgeon. 
(P.S. Your husband may or may not be able to tell the dif- 
ference between you and the real thing, it depends en how 
much experience he's had with the real things.I 
DEAR ABBY: Please print this. It's an open letter to my 
brother: 
Dear Brother: 
Tomorrow wiU be 10 years since I took Mama into my 
home. You were all for sending her to a state institution, but 
I couldn't do that. 
You tell me I'm getting paid pretty good because I get 
Mama's Social Security check every month. Do you really 
think $232.90 is "good pay" for taking care of a total invalid 
24 hours a day? And when her check runs out, I use mine 
($192), and before the 3rd of the month rolls around, it's all 
gone. Mine and Mama's. 
My good husband struggles to keep our bills paid with his 
Social Security check. It isn't easy. 
You say you can't afford to help, but I notice you manage 
to keep yourself in beer, cigarettes and Valium, and drive a 
new ear. You also take vacation trips. I don't. And your 
home is paid for. Mine isn't. 
If you don't want to give me cash because you're afraid I
might spend it on myself, why don't you donate some 
disposable diapers ince Mama is incontinent? Or buy me 
some detergent now and then? I use a lot because I change 
Mama's bed.liuen twice a day. 
, |.,would really appreciate it if you and your lovely wife 
would stay with Mama for just one night; change her diaper, 
bathe her and turn her every few hours so I could get one 
full night's leep. 
You never bother to visit Mama because her mind is gone 
and you say she wouldn't know that you were here. She 
couldn't see you because she's blind, and she couldn't hear 
you because she's deaf. It's true. Mama doesn't know you 
anymore. But you know Mama. 
When Mama dies, you will cry hardest at her funeral. And 
you will probably criticize me for not crying. By then I'll be 
all cried out and I won't have anything to cry about. But you 
will. Think about it. 
sISTeR, 
if you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con. 
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How 
to Write Lettera for all Occasions." Send $1 and a long, 
atamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132 
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90P-12. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
_ _  Frances Drake__  
FoR THURSDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 6,1979 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 
You may be concerned 
about he weB-being of others 
but uncertain how you can 
help. Action overcomes inner 
doubts. 
TAURUS ' ~0)U~ ~ " 
(Apt. 20 to May 
The affairs of children and 
dependents may interfere 
with social plans. Keep in 
touch with fi'lends to avoid 
misunderstandings. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) ][][ 
Concern about a domestic 
situation may interfere with 
career progress, yet you'll 
find ways to increase income 
after noon. 
CANCER 22) ~ 
(June 21 to July 
Worry about a romantic 
situation possible. Seek fresh 
avenues of entertainment for 
needed lift. The p.m. favors 
travel and distant interests. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) ~ # ~  
Do further research before 
making a major financial 
move. A partner or close ally 
has an innovative idea re joint 
assets. 
vm~o W~ 
(Aug. 23 to sept. 22) 
A problem re a child or 
loved one is possible. Others 
may disagree with your 
solution. Still, talks with 
friends are productive. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)~a.~ 
Unfinished obligations may 
press on you. Instead of 
thinking how much needs to be 
done, tackle one task, and 
you'll succeed. 
SCORPIO 21) i l l /~  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 
A conservative, possibly 
dull, social obligation has you 
itching for more exciting 
times. Seek new contacts, but 
avoid overspending. 
SAGrlTARIUS .~'i •'~Y 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) .,.. 
Expect some oppositio,, ~ c a 
career venture. Family 
members may prefer that you 
spend on home improvements 
rather than career expansion. 
CAPRICORN ) '~E- -~"  
(Deo. 22 to Jan. 19 
Concern about a distant 
matter has you at a loss for 
words. Talks with friends 
provide fresh insights, but be 
realistic and curb wishful 
thinking. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
New career ideas are 
progressive, but don't get 
sidetracked by a friend. 
Questions of joint finances 
may be a source of concern. 
PISCES X ~?~:¢ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) ~-~ 
Questions of commitment 
affect romantic ~'elationships. 
Be realistic re career. New 
contacts are exciting, and you 
can go ahead with travd 
plans. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
sense of responsibility and a 
desire for service. 
:3 
'Td say you picked a bad time to fire p.,ur cook." 
CROSSWORD I 
AcRoss 
1 - -  Molnes 
l ld i -  
g Split rattan 
1Z Anger 
13 Rocketeer's 
org. 
14 Actor Alda 
15 Le Havre 
and 
Marseille 
17 Nevada city 
18 Blue 
19 Breakfast 
fare 
9.1 Preserved 
H Medieval 
ahort ale 
Mythical 
piper 
26 Posed 
29 Retired for 
the night 
3~ War god 
34 Actress 
Farrow 
36 Otherwise 
37 Passover 
meal 
39 -- Malaprop 
41 "Not -  
Stranger" 
42 Melody 
44 Located 61 MD's org. 16 On a - with 
46 Chinese . DOWN 20 Crimson 
peninsula 1 Underworld Japanese. 
50 Query god fish . 
51 Jai -- 2 "Able was ' 21 Resorts 
52 Atlantic I --  I saw 22 Vetch 
arm Elba" 23 Ram,s mate 
56 German 3 Mature 27 Tiny -- 
refusal 4 Battery parts 29 Aegean arm 
57 Exhibit 5 Deface 30 Being 
excess 6 Ratio words 31 - -  tired 
affection 7 Twangy 33 Type of wax 
58 Horned 8 Scarlet 35 Artist Jean 
creature 9 Nautical 38 Grande, 
59 Chinese term for one 
secret l0 Zola heroine 40 Lists of 
society 11 Chemical candidates 
60 Singles compound 43 Musical 
Avg. solution time: 23 nfln. form 
_~ .~ T _ ~ ~ l ~  ~_L I~ 45 Kind of 
) lR l~ l  I IOIT ~-NIUIDI~I residue 
~ .  46 Thinker 
JEIOIDIUILIL~TI~INI 
ITI ~IRITI~IEIAILIBINITI 
7-19 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
Immanuel 
47 Table 
spread 
48 Farm 
vehicle 
49 Lunchthne 
53 Map abbr. 
54 Shade tree 
55 Assam 
hill 
tribe 
By E.go~ St~//er 
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CRYP'I~IUIP 7-19 
BAUU KHATULR TLLSK:  SMWWXRT 
QLHTP PXBK QMWI  PUMI  
Yesterday's Cryptoquip --  PROMINENT PROBOSCIS 
EMBARRASSES CAUTIOUS MAN. 
Today's Crypteqnip due: H equals U 
The Crypt~lulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O,'lt 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
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[~@~ ~ ~e ~:NSW we'p ~ROVE j 
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By Stan Lee and John Romita 
~Yff~, HE • WHAT WOULO A ~ -- ~ ' ~ ~ ~  
INSISTE0 ON., NON-WI]M4N WA~T~ ~ I I~EQtJf=STffD IT ~ I ' J ~  I~ 
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CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
,"/THe, l'~ BTPI A B~t.~-BHOT' PI~TO t - . /  / I I I I  
he WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
3.C. By Johnny Hart 
y¢~,~,~ o~Y~ ~, ~ ~ ~ ,,~, .... i,~ ~, ~ WILL ~.  
DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
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